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Abstract
The population growth of a single species is modeled by a differential equation 
with initial condition(s) so that the number of organisms in the population is 
derived using some mechanism of growth, i.e. a growth rate function. However, 
such deterministic models are often highly unrealistic in population dynamics 
because population growth is baskally a random event. There are a large number 
of chance factors influencing growth that might not be taken into account by 
deterministic models. The effect of other species (for example, in the chance 
meeting of a predator), population fluctuations due to weather changes that would 
alter food supply, immigrations and emigrations, in addition to the very processes 
of birth and death are chance occurrences. A stochastic approach to the modeling 
of complex biological systems, such as populations, allows us to include all these 
secondary effects for which a detailed knowledge is impossible.
Assuming that the time and state space are described by continuous variables 
and that the system is Markovian (i.e. for small changes in time, there are corre­
sponding small changes in the state space) a stochastic differential equation (SDE) 
is constructed by adding a random function, incorporating all random fluctuations, 
to a deterministic equation. If this random function is Gaussian and of "white 
noise type”, the SDE leads to a Fokker-Planck equation, a second order parabolic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
partial differential equation for the probability density function. Using separa­
tion of variables and simple transformations the Fokker-Planck equation reduces 
to a time independent ordinary differential equation, the Schrddinger equation of 
quantum mechanics. Solving the latter we obtain expressions for the probability 
density function, which, in turn gives us various moments or averages.
In this paper three specific rate transforms for the modeling of autocatalytic 
(self stimulated) growth processes are presented. The probability density func­
tions are analytically solvable by Fokker-Planck methods and are generalizations 
of transforms heretofore known. Thus, the moment formulas obtained are also 
generalizations of previous results.
We also consider population growth in a random environment and obtain gen­
eral formulae for the steady-state and time dependent probability density function 
in two regimes-thus generalizing formulae previously obtained elsewhere.
In addition, a large collection of known potentials that exactly solve the 
Schrodinger equation are collected. Hence an extensive set of known analytic 
solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation, and solutions to a special form of the 
Riccati equation are listed. As far as we know two new Schrodinger potentials are 
presented for the first time.
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“I am filled with envy at the mathematician’s privilege to juggle figures, to 
smooth curves or to extrapolate them, or to pull rabbits from the bosoms of 
appropriately devised formulae.”
Willliam Rowan [1954]
“...that mathematics is the high road to general laws and is the safest guide for 
inventing new hyptheses or for altering and perfecting the very postulates which 
form the basis of every single study (my italics), since it offers the most precise 
means of testing them, bringing them from the field of abstraction to the field 
of reality. Indeed there is nothing better than the calculus for allowing us to 
compare their ultimate consequences exactly with the data from observation and 
experience.”
Vito Volterra 
quoted in d’Ancona [1954].
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Chapter 1 
Population M odels, Determ inistic  
and Stochastic
In this introductory chapter we review the classical, deterministic, single species 
models describing population growth-the Malthusian, the Verhulst-Pearl-Logistic, 
the Generalized Verhulst and the Gompertz models. We give some of their appli­
cations and disadvantages, thus showing the need for an alternative (stochastic) 
approach. Also, other less popular models are mentioned.
We then introduce a standard stochastic differential equation or Langevin 
equation, which is obtained by adding a random function which is Gaussian and 
of white noise type to the deterministic part of the equation. From the Langevin 
equation it is possible to derive the Fokker-Planck equation, which is a diffusion 
type equation for the probability density function. This function, in turn, is used 
to compute various moments or averages which provide insight into the process. 
These well known stochastic results are summarized for the important models 
when possible.
1
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1.1 A Review of M odels of Population Growth
1.1.1 Malthusian Model
In “An Essay on the Principle of Population”, Thomas Robert Malthus, the En­
glish economist, put forth the first quantitative explanation of population growth 
[Malthus, 1798]. He observed that the population of Europe doubled at regular 
time intervals, and hence postulated that the rate of growth is proportional to the 
population size, i.e.
^  =  fcJV (l.l.l.l)at
with initial condition
N(0) = N0 (1.1.1.2)
where N  = N(t) is the instantaneous population, and No is the initial population. 
The constant of proportionality, k, is called the growth rate if k > 0 or the decay 
rate if k < 0. The solution is
N(t) = Noe* (1.1.1.3)
This simple growth model or Malthusian model is sometimes adequate for N  suffi­
ciently (but not too) large and for fairly short time intervals. Although it has been 
applied to growth of bacterial cultures and cell division processes [Peschel, Mende, 
1986], [Edelstein-Keshet, 1988], algae growth [Pielou, 1969], and populations of 
small mammals [Braun, 1983], its defects are rather obvious. The assumptions 
of homogeneous environment (e.g. limitless food supply and space) and homo­
geneous population (e.g. constant growth rate with zero death rate) render the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
model unrealistic.
1.1.2 Modified Malthusian Model
If we assume a constant death rate k > 0 proportional to the size of the population, 
we obtain
dN^ -  = ( k -  k )N  (1.1. 2.1)at
N (0) =  N0 (1.1. 2.2)
The differential equation 1.1.2.1 is formally the same as 1.1.1.1 (k — k  may be 
negative) and has a solution
N{t) = Noe^-V* (1.1.2.3)
The model has been applied to colonization [Ludwig, 1978] but is still inadequate 
because it takes into account only death by natural causes and not crowding 
effects, age distribution of population, immigration or emigration, etc.
1.1.3 Verhulst-Pearl-Logistic Model
Suppose that in 1.1.1.1 we replace the constant k by a function f ( N ), called the 
intrinsic growth rate of the population,
™  =  Nf ( N)  (1.1A1)
A reasonable function /  should possess the following properties, (i) for small
N, f (N )  «  k > 0, so that when the population is small its growth is exponential,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(2) f ' (N)  < 0 as N  grows larger, indicating that the larger the population the 
greater its inhibitory effect on further growth due to increased population density.
(3) When N  is sufficiently large f ( N )  < 0 indicating that for much larger pop­
ulation the growth rate becomes negative (i.e. more deaths than births) [Boyce, 
Di Prima, 1986], [Haberman, 1977].
The simplest candidate for f {N )  would be a linear function
f (N )  = k -  m N  k, m  > 0 (1.1.3.2)
Thus, 1.1.3.1 becomes
dN
—  = N{k -  mN)  (1.1. 3.3)
OX
JV(O) =  No (1.1. 3.4)
or
dN
dt
N(0) = N0 (1.1. 3.6)
where k is the growth rate and 9 is the maximum or saturation population (also 
called the carrying capacity of the environment). The intrinsic growth rate has 
become density dependent and decreases as saturation is approached.
This model was first proposed by the Belgian demographer P.F. Verhulst 
(1838). It is a good model in at least three situations [Edwards, Penney, 1985]. (1) 
limited environment-where the net growth rate k — k is proportional to 6 — JV; an 
example of which is a fruit fly population in a closed container; (2) competition- 
where the birthrate k is constant but the death rate k is proportional to JV; an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
example of which is cannibalism. (3) joint proportion-where dN/dt is proportional 
to the product of N  and 0 — N,  as for example when N  denotes the number of 
individuals in a constant susceptible population 8 who are infected with a certain 
contagious and incurable disease which is spread by chance encounters.
The logistic equation 1.1.3.5 has been successfully applied to human popula­
tion, in particular the population of the United States [Pearl, Reed, 1920], [Lotka, 
1956] and other countries [Pearl, 1924], an experimental population of the fruit fly 
Drosophila [Lotka, 1956], the cultivation of yeast cultures [Slator, 1921], [Gause,
1969], the growth of sunflower seedlings [Reed, Holland, 1919] [Lotka, 1956], the 
growth of individual organisms [Robertson, 1907] [Robertson, 1923], [Ostwald, 
1908], to mention a few.
The solution of 1.1.3.5,6 is
N{t) =  0No{No + ( 8 -  No)e~kt}~1 (1.1.3.7)
the graph being the logistic curve, with its characteristic sigmoidal shape (see 
figure 1). Since the solution has three parameters, JVo,0,fc we need the population 
at three different times to determine them.
The logistic growth is composed of exponential growth and density dependent 
exponential saturation. There are two cases (i) if 0 < N0 < 9 then N(t)  is a 
strictly increasing function of t and is always below 0. (2) if JVo > ^ then N(t)  
is a strictly decreasing function of t and is always above 0. N  = 0 is the steady 
state solution. If N  «  0 or if 0 —► oo the growth becomes Malthusian.
An alternate form of the solution 1.1.3.7 [Haberman, 1977] is obtained by
5
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Figure 1. Logistic equations 1.1.3.5. Nq=5.3, k=.6678, 0=350
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dividing by N0, letting {6/No) — 1 =  eUo and multiplying numerator and denomi­
nator by After simplification we obtain
k
N(t)  =  a{tanh -(* -  t0) +  1} (1.1.3.8)
A
where a  =  0/2.
A criticism of this model is that often the data doesn’t fit the mathematical 
prediction. The almost perfect agreement of theory with data in the logistic 
model of the growth of the population of the United States, as given by Montroll 
[1968] (see figure 2] is vitiated by more recent data and by the fact that the 1989 
population as given by the U.S. Census Bureau [Information Please Almanac, 
1990] is 248,800,000. A few of the logistic growth curves given by Pearl [1924] for 
other countries and the world are brought up to date and again we observe the 
deviation of the actual population from the predicted values, (see figures 3-7).
Some modifications of the logistic solution 1.1.3.7 are given by Pearl. In one 
he extends the power of the exponential term to a cubic
N[t) = 0Nq{Nq + { 6 -  jVoJe-**-**8}"1 (1.1.3.9)
To include several cycles describing additive growth he adds a constant to 1.1.3.7. 
With different parameters this becomes
N ( t ) = i + — (1.1.3.10) l  + me
Smith [1963] in his experiments on laboratory populations of Daphnia magna 
observed a discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results. He modified
7
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the assumptions that lead to the logistic equation obtaining a similar equation
^  =  k N  * = constant (1.1.3.11)dt
which better correlated theory and experiment. [Pielou, 1969] 
A similar model was considered by Wheldon et al [1973]
dN
dt
1.1.4 Gompertz M odel
= n ( w t .w )  ' LL3-12>
Another growth law that accurately describes systems of cells in complex organ­
isms is the Gompertz equation [Montroll, 1971]
t  = ~ k N U 7  (1L41>
N(0) =  No (1 .1.4.2)
having solution
(Nix'|
JV(0 =  ^ { ^ }  (1.1.4.3)
This solution was found to fit well the experimental growth data for many em­
bryos, organs, and tumors [Laird, 1965]. The Gompertz curve has been used to fit 
the mean size data in a variety of solid and ascites tumors [Simpson-Herren, Lloyd,
1970]. It was first put forth in a mortality analysis of elderly people [Montroll,
1971].
A drawback is that it is not valid for very small populations since In N/8  is 
not defined at N  = 0 . Also in pre-computer days the solution was more difficult 
to fit by least squares to data than was that of the logistic model [Montroll, 1971].
14
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1.1.5 Generalized-Verhulst Model
An obvious generalization of the Verhulst-Logistic model is the initial value prob­
lem
dN  _  kN  
dt a (1.1.5.1)
N{  0) =  No (1.1.5.2)
with solution
m = o {
X
a
N£(l  -  «-**) +  0ae~kt (1.1.5.3)
When a  =  1 1.1.5.1 and 1.1.5.3 reduce to the Verhulst model 1.1.3.5 and its 
solution 1.1.3.7. In the limit a  —»• 0 they reduce to the Gompertz model 1.1.4.1 
and its solution I.I.4.3.
1.1.6 Other Deterministic Models
The general form of the models heretofore discussed is
where G(N/0) is called an intrinsic growth rate function, or rate transform for 
an autocatalytic growth process. If G(x) —► 0 as x -* 1, so that in the steady 
state N  -+ 6, then G(N/0) is called a saturation inducing function. The logistic, 
generalized Verhulst and Gompertz growth functions are all saturation inducing.
Other possible saturation inducing functions are
(1.1.6 .1)
G{N/0) =  — tan(cdniV/0) (1.1. 6.2)
G(N/0) = — tanh(aln N/0) (1.1. 6.3)
15
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first considered by Biswas and Karmakar [1976] (see figures 8 , 9 respectively). 
1.1.6.2 was analyzed as a solvable model of population dynamics for a periodically 
renewed environment, 1.1.6.3 is also an exactly solvable model (both determinis- 
tically and stochastically). In the next chapter we will generalize these functions, 
but we lose the saturation property. Such models are therefore appropriate for 
describing the pre equilibrium state.
Yet another saturation inducing function is
a ln  N/8  a  > 0, £ < 0  or
a < 0 , 6 > 0
which is, as far as we know, considered here for the first time.
Other useful growth rate functions are not saturation inducing. If
G{N/6) = C + B(N/6) + A(N/0)2 A <  0 B  > 0 (1.1. 6.5)
=  r0 -  a{N/8 -  2/0)2 (1.1. 6 .6)
where ro = C —B 2/AA a =  —A 2/6 = —B/2A  the rate transform describes the 
Allee effect [Edelstein-Keshet, 1988]. Here the rate of reproduction is maximal at 
intermediate densities, i.e. 2/6 = —B/2A.
Peschel and Mende [1986] give an extensive list of growth functions and models 
based on the hyperlogistic differential equation
dx
J t = K ( x -  a)‘ (B -  (* -  A)")‘ (1.1.6.7)
where a, A  are shift parameters, B 1^  is the saturation value or steady state, 
k,£,w,B > 0. Some limiting cases of 1.1.6.7 are
16
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(a 
ln
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dx
a
dx
~dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
~dt
dx
dt
dx
dt
dx
d t
dx
dt
dx
dt
a  ,— =  K x  power growth
a—  = K ( B  — xY  power saturation
— =  K ( B  — xw) allometric saturation
- 7-  =  K x (B  -  x) logistic saturation
K x=  ---- (1 — xa) generalized logistic saturationa
= Axm — axn Bertalanffy model
=  K x w(B — x") Weibull distribution
Kxla (B /x )  Gompertz growth model
: Kx(]n(B/x))^2 ecological growth function
Kx(ln(B/x))1 generalized ecological
(1.1. 6.8 
(1.1. 6.9 
1.1. 6.10 
1.1. 6.11 
1.1. 6.12
1.1. 6.13
1.1. 6.14
1.1. 6.15
1.1. 6.16
growth function
dx , *
— =  K x  (B — x) incomplete 0  distribution 
dt
1.1. 6.17
1.1. 6.18
k , l  > —1. Equations like 1.1.6 .8 ,9 describe autocatalytic effects giving rise to 
hyperbolic growth when k , l  > —1 or parabolic growth when k , l  < 1. The 
Malthusian case of k = 1 separates the two types. The graphs of the growth 
functions for 1.1.6.8-11,1.1.6.13-18 are given in Peschel and Mende.
A general equation used to describe the growth of fish [Ursin, 1967] is given
by
^  =  Hwm -  kwn -  S(t) (1.1.6.19)
where w is the weight, S(t) is the rate at which eggs flow out of the mature female
19
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at time t; H ,m ,k ,n  are constants. When m  = 2/3, n =  l,5 (i) =  0 we obtain the 
von Bertalanffy equation 1.1.6.13 which has an exact solution
[Jorgensen, 1986] (see figure 10). This graph illustrates the growth of North Sea 
herring (Clupea harengus)-the parameters are taken as = 262, K  =  .46, 
to = 0 . We will revisit these graphs later in a stochastic context.
1.2 R andom  Influences in Population Growth
1.2.1 Criticism of Deterministic Models
The deterministic models previously discussed consist of a differential equation of 
the non-stochastic type, together with an initial condition on the population. If we 
assume that our population growth is deterministic, our result will always be the 
same if our initial conditions are unchanged. In this type of model the population 
is assumed large enough and the factors determining birth and death rates are 
constant enough so that random factors may be ignored [Marcus-Roberts, 1983].
In reality, it often happens that experiments repeated under identical condi­
tions may have completely different outcomes. In Park’s experiments on com­
peting species of flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum and Tribolium confusum, for 
certain starting conditions sometimes one species would win, sometimes another
w(i) =  ^ ( l  -  exp(K(t -  to)))3 (1.1.6.20)
where
(1.1.6.21)
20
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Figure 10. Growth of North Sea herring (Clupea harengus) with seasonal variation due to 
spawning and to variations in growth rate. A: smooth curve calculated from
w(t)=262 (l-exp(-0.46t))3. B: smooth curve resembles a curve of gtowth in
length (from Jorgensen, 1986).
[Ludwig, 1978], [Bartlett, I960]. This is because a large number of random or 
chance factors influencing the growth of population are not taken into account. 
Examples include weather changes affecting an insect population directly, or in­
directly by altering the food supply (e.g. cold temperatures killing plants that 
aphids feed upon), the chance meeting of a predator, fluctuating immigration and 
emigration rates [Solomon 1976], natural selection of a new gene arising from 
mutation or infection from animal to animal by the transmission of an invisible 
virus [Bartlett, I960], Indeed birth and death processes are by their veiy nature 
random phenomena.
Although the logistic model fits the population of many countries very well, as 
we have seen, there are certain deviations from deterministically predicted values. 
In certain animal populations with limited resources and environment some ran­
dom oscillations about the saturation level are observed. A good illustration of 
this is the population growth of sheep introduced into Tasmania [Montrol, 1971] 
(see figure 11). The fluctuations about the saturation level are caused by varia­
tions in the birth and death rates which might be due to a number of factors, e.g. 
the economy, the number of humans and their attitudes toward sheep, animal 
diseases etc. [Montroll, 1971]. A second example is the growth of the number 
of individuals and of the “volume” in Paramecium caudatum and Paramecium 
aurelia cultivated separately in a substrate [Gause, 1969] (see figure 12). A third 
example is the growth of tumors in female Sprague-Dawley rats [Simpson-Herren, 
Lloyd 1970], [Smith, Tuckwell, 1974] (see figure 13). In our final example we can
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Figure 11. Population growth of sheep introduced into Tasmania. The dots represent 
average numbers over five-year periods (from Montroll, 1971).
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Figure 12. The growth of Paramecium caudatum and Paramecium aurelia number of individuals 
and volume cultivated separately on the medium of Osterhout (from Gause, 1969).
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Figure 13. The growth of tumors in female Sprague—Dawley rats. Mean size data (x) and 
best fit Gompertz curve. The upperline is a logistic curve (from Smith, 
Tuckwell, 1974).
observe these fluctuations in the growth of North Sea herring [Jorgensen, 1986] 
(see figure 10).
Therefore “the justification of the probability calculus [in its applicability to 
biological populations] rests on the same sort of basis as in its original application 
to gambling, namely, that even if a multiplicity of detailed causes is operating to 
produce the observed broad classes of events, it is often an economy of thought in 
the sense of Mach to ignore these and appeal merely to the operations of change 
and the law of averages” [Bartlett, I960].
1.2.2 Stochastic Models
It was Feller in 1939 who first considered the problem of stochastically repre­
senting population growth [Bharucha-Reid, I960]. Consider an experiment with 
outcomes £ forming a space S.  Associate with every outcome £, according to a 
rule, a real function X(£,t)  where t is time. This family of functions is called a 
stochastic process or random function [Ricciardi, 1986]. S,  called the state space 
of the process, may be discrete or continuous; the domain of t, may, likewise, be 
discrete or continuous [Bharucha-Reid, I960]. A discrete state space is natural 
in population biology because population size does change discretely and can be 
applied to problems where the population being small is crucial, e.g. the problems 
of extinction of species and/or colonization [Ludwig, 1978], [Goel, Richter-Dyn, 
1974]. When populations are large, e.g. the number of cells in a tumor, or the 
population of a country, or when investigating fluctuation of populations about
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saturation we may use a continuous state space to good approximation.
The discrete model utilizes differential-difference equations. The continuous 
model is characterized by a probability density function that satisfies a second 
order parabolic partial differential equation, the Fokker-Planck or Forward Kol­
mogorov diffusion equation. The form of the two coefficients of this equation 
reflects the nature of interactions of the complex biological systems. By a lim­
iting process the differential-difference equations of the discrete space reduce to 
the partial differential equations of the continuous case. The latter, to which we 
confine ourselves in this paper, though strictly speaking approximations, axe more 
conducive to analytic methods than the former [Goel, Richter-Dyn, 1974].
Intuitively, we say that a  discrete process has the Markov property if the value 
of X ( tr) depends only on the value of X(tr- x); previous values of X(t) for t < tr_i 
do not affect X (tr). This idea of memory was formulated by Markov in connection 
with his study of the alternation of vowels and consonants in Pushkin’s novel in 
verse Eugene Onegin. He noticed that the occurrence of a vowel or a consonant 
depended strongly on whether the immediately preceeding letter was a vowel or 
consonant, and rather weakly on the character of earlier letters [Oppenheim, et 
al, 1977], as one would expect. In a continuous Markov process (also called a 
diffusion process) some change will take place in any interval At; however if At  is 
small the change in state will be small [Bharucha-Reid, I960].
The method used to include random influences is as follows. We modify a 
deterministic equation (describing population growth devoid of random factors)
27
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by adding a random function NF(t)  (see. 1.2 .2 .1) encompassing all chance in­
fluences to obtain a stochastic differential equation (SDE) or Langevin equation. 
If F(t) is Gaussian and of white noise type (to be explained shortly) the SDE 
leads to a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) for the probability density function. Us­
ing separation of variables and simple transformations the FPE reduces to the 
Schrodinger equation. Solving the latter we obtain expressions for the probability 
density function and various moments. Proceeding in this way 1.1.6.1 becomes
"  =  kNG  (  j )  + N F ( t ) (1.2.2.1)
where F(t) represents random unspecified influences not taken care of by G, e.g. 
changes in the environment, competition with other species, epidemics, migration, 
etc.
The random function F[X(t)] =  F(t) where X(t) is a random variable must 
possess two standard properties,
(1) (F(t)) =  0, i.e. the average or mean value of F(t) vanishes, where
< F(t) > =  f  F[X{t)]p{x,t)dx 
J — 00
and p(x, t) is the probability density function, i.e.
p{x,t)dx =  prob{x < X(t) < x  + dx}
which is the probability that the stochastic variable X(t) has a value between x  
and x  + dx at time t [Monin, Yaglom, 1971].
(2) < F[ti)F(tt) >=  o26(ti — t2). i.e. the average value of the correlation of F{ti) 
and F{tt ) is proportional to the 6 function. [Goel et al, 1971],
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The correlation of F(ti) and F((2) is defined by
{ F fa W U ))  = f "  r  F[X(h)\FlX(ttM z , y , h , t 2) i x i y  
J  —00 J - o o
where p(x, y, ti, t2) is the joint probability density function, i.e.
(x < X(t^) < x  + dx y < X{t2) < y  + dy
[Lumley, Panofsky, 1964], [Gardner, 1990].
In addition we would like the process F(t) to be Gaussian.
(3) A stochastic process F(t) is Gaussian or normal if, for any instant t, the 
probability density function p(x, t) of the random variable x  is Gaussian or normal, 
i.e. of the form
which is the mean square of the fluctuation about the mean. [Oppenheim et al
It can be shown that if a Gaussian random function F(t) has zero mean, and 
the average value of the correlation of F(ti) and F(t2) is proportional to the delta 
function, then it must be Markovian.
where Hi is the first moment of p(x,t), i.e.
and a2 is the variance defined by
o2 = <[*(*) -  (x(t)))2)
1977].
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The random function F(t), in a physical context represents noise, for example 
“snow” that appears on a television screen when only a weak signal is available, 
or the sound of rain on a roof. The noise is "white” if the signal is new at each 
instant and is an impulse of infinitesimal duration [BergS et al 1984]. In addition 
noise can be Gaussian or non-Gaussian.
When a sufficiently small macroscopic particle is immersed in a liquid it ex­
hibits a random type of motion called Brownian motion. Confining ourselves 
to one dimension for illustrative purposes, we can see that there is no preferred 
direction-the corresponding random force F(t) on the particle from other particles 
in the fluid, must be as often positive as negative, so that < F(t) >= 0 . The sec­
ond condition above expresses analytically the physical idea that the individual 
molecular collisions with the particle occur extremely rapidly [Reif, 1965], [Risken, 
1984].
1.2.3 The Fokker-Planck Equation
If we let
v = In N/0  (1.2.3.1)
in 1.2 .2.1 we obtain
^  = kG(ev) +  F{t) (1.2.3.2)
By a detailed stochastic argument [Wang, Uhlenbeck, 1945] it follows that
f - - * & * '< '> > + ( 1 2 -3 -3)
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where P[v,t)  is the probability that v(t) has a value v at time t. Letting a = 
kG(e°) and 6 =  a2 we obtain,
< L 2 - 3 -4 >
which is the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability function P{v,t). Using 
the transformation
P(v,t)  = rp(v,t)exp j  G(ev)dv (1.2.3.5)
in 1.2.3.3 [Goel et al, 1971] we derive the Equivalent Schrddinger equation
re-iS-IPPNwii'}*
We now separate variables by letting rp{v,t) = X(v)T(t) and obtain the time 
independent Schrddinger equation characterizing the spatial part of tj).
d2X1 ^  + ( £ - U ) X  = 0 (1.2.3.7)
kEwhere —E  is the separation constant, S = —r  ando
( i -2 -3 -8)
is the Schrddinger potential.
A slightly different form of the above is also utilized in this paper. Following
Goel and Richter-Dyn [1974] we start with a stochastic dynamical equation
dx
— = h(x) +  e(x) • *(t) (1.2.3.9)at
where *(t) is a stochastic memoryless (Markovian) input to the process, e(x) is 
the effect of this input, and h{x) is the function describing the rate of change of
31
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x in the absence of this input. Assuming < i(t) >= m  and defining
F (t) =  ~ m (1.2.3.10)
1.2.3.9 becomes
^  =  a(x) + /3(z)F(t) (1.2.3.11)
where a(x) = h(x) +  me(x) , /?(x) = oe(x). They then derive the Fokker-Planck 
equation
dP  d  . . . _x 1 92 , n . , .-  = - - ( « W P )  + ~ ( 6(x)P) (1.2.3.12)
where
o(x) =  h(x) + me(x) + \-^ -a 2ei (x) (1.2.3.13)4 dx
b(x) = a2e2(x) (1.2. 3.14)
which is the so called Stratonovich rule [Risken, 1985].
The Fokker-Planck equation 1.2.3.12 can be transformed into an alternate form
I =- £(aWs>+ <°-s-i5>
by utilizing the substitutions
z = z(x) = f X[b{t)\-1/2d£ (1.2. 3.16)
a{z) =  a(x) -  [6(x) ] - x/2 (1.2. 3.17)
g{z,Zo,t) = [b{z)}1,2P{xtx0,t)\x=x{t) (1.2. 3.18)
This, in turn, can be solved by the method of separation of variables,
g{z,zo,t) = Q(z)e~Et/2 (1.2.3.19)
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where Q satisfies the second order differential equation
^ r - 2 ^ ( “W Q )+£<? = <> (1.2.3.20)
By making the substitution
Q = i}>exp[J a{Z)d£\ (1.2.3.21)
1.2.3.20 is transformed into a Schrodinger equation
^  + [E-U{z)\tl> = 0 (1.2.3.22)
where the potential U is now given by
U — +  &2 (1.2.3.23)dz
1.2.4 V ital Statistics for Models
By solving the Fokker-Planck equation we can obtain the probability density func­
tion, which, in turn, would give us various moments. Before we summarize basic 
results for our most important models we give a few definitions [Walpole, Myers,
1972]. We will confine ourselves to the case of continuous random variables. 
Definition 1. Let X  be a random variable with probability density f(x).  The 
expected value of the function g{X) is
■%P0] =  /  f{x)g{x)dx (1.2.4.1)
J  —00
If g{x) — X k, then the expected value of X k is called the fc-th moment about the 
origin of the random variable X , and is denoted by
33
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Definition 2. If k  =  1 in the above definition, i.e. g(X) =  X ,  E[X)  is called the 
mean of the random variable, or first moment Mi» or the expected value of X.  
Definition 3. If p(X) = (X  — n)k,E[g(X)] is called the A:-th moment about the 
mean of the random variable X.
Definition 4. The variance is the second moment about the mean and is denoted 
by a 2, i.e.
a2 = fi2 = E [ { X - ti1)2] (1.2.4.2)
The positive square root of the variance is a measure called the standard deviation. 
It can be shown that
a 2 = E{X2) -  fi\ (1.2.4.3)
The variance is important because it tells us something about the variability of the 
measurements about the mean; it is a measure of the dispersion of the stochastic 
process.
Definition 5. If X  is a random variable the relative fluctuation is defined as
((X  -  <X))2)/(X >2 (1.2.4.4)
In the stochastic dynamical equation 1.2.3.9 we take h(x) = rxG(x/8),e(x) = 
x, so that, from 1.2.3.10
dx— = rxG(x/0) + mx + oxF(t) (1.2.4.5)
The following catalogue of equations relevant to the above analysis description 
is summarized from Goel, Richter-Dyn [1974].
(1) Gompertz Model
34
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Saturation Inducing Function: G{x) =  — lnx 
Fokker-Planck Equation:
Schrddinger potential:
Quantum Mechanical: 
analogue:
Steady State distribution:
(see 1,2,3,18)
Steady State moments:
Probability distribution:
Moments:
Relative fluctuation:
&9 d f \ , ld29
U =  r V  -  r
harmonic oscillator potential. 
g(z,oo) = (^ )1/2 exp { - k z 2).
P(x, oo) = ( ^ ? ) 1/2 exp{—k[ln(z/if)]2/o J} 
< x >=  0exp[(o2 + 4m)/4r]
< x2 > =  62 exp[(o2 + 2m/r]
, ^  / * ) 1/2 \ - k ( z - z o e  **)2|
= | ^(i _ e-2fct) j ( ! -« -» )  " )
d/ * ) 1/2 _ f -* [Inul2
P ( x ,x 0,t)  e x p { a 2 ( i _ e-« )
x  /  i f  \  
where u = — ( — 
K  \ x 0J
< — >= exp [azoe ** + {o2/4k)(l  - e  2i<)}
<  ( | r ) !  > =  e x p  { [ 2 < T « ,< r “  +  ( f f * / * ) ( l  -  « ■ “ ) ] }
<  ( x -  <  X  > ) 2 >
—1 + exp{(ff2/ 2k)(l — e~2kt)}< x > 2
where z =  — In , zq= - ] h %  K  = 0em/r, k = r 
a K  a K
(2). Verhulst Case
Saturation Inducing Function: G(x) = 1 — x
Fokker-Planck Equation: ^ 7  = {— (1 — e°x)g \ + -
at a z \ a  J 2
Schrddinger potential:
d*g
dz2
U = ~ { 1  -  tazf  -  ke°
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Quantum Mechanical analog: Morse potential
Steady State distribution: g(z, oo) =  T^ / o ' )  ( ( ? )  ' " )  exp ( ^ r )
, 1 ( 2fcx\1*/a3 ( - 2  k z \p(x>oo) =  5 W ? ) ( i ? J  cxpU ? j
eu , « K T U + 1 )  , ,Steady State moments: < x  > =  — ■. . ■ <j> = 2k/a<l>T(<p)
v m
where T is the gamma function.
Probability distribution: 9 [z,z0,t) = (2nt)~* exp{—(z — Zo — kt /a )2/2t}
(far from saturation)
( X - . 00)
r rT T t \ exp{-(ln[(x/x0) e '“ ])‘/ 2<’,(}
1 ’ ' ----------------x ( W ) !
Moments: < x  > =  x0exp{(k +  a2/2)t)
(far from saturation) < x2 >=  zjexp2 (<r2 +  k)t
(if —> oo)
Relative fluctuation: <[&— <_x  >)_ > _  _|_ eXp 02t
< x > 2
(far from saturation)
(if —► oo)
J j* Jq
where z  = — In — K  = 6 - ,  k = r + m
a K  r
(3). General Verhulst Case
Saturation Inducing Function: G(x) =  (1 — x a)/a
Fokker-Planck Equation: ^  ( — (1 -  ea<7*)flr) +dt dz \ a a  )  2dz2
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Schrodinger potential lk{lfc(aa)-2(l — eaa*)2 — eaa*}
Quantum Mechanical Morse potential
analogue:
Steady State distribution: <7(2 , 00) =  exp{<j>(aoz — eaaM)}
r (0 )
Steady State moments: < x > =
<f> — 2 k /a 2o?
p(*>oo)= [ *  ( f  ) T exp (-* ( I D
JTTW +i)
Probability distribution: g(z, zq, t) = 1 , exp{-(z -  zq -  k t /aa)2/2t}
(2 irt) 3
(far from saturation)
(K  —* 00) F(x,Xo,i) =
x(2 ntc2) 3
Moments: < x >= x0exp{(k/a + a 2/2)t}
(far from saturation)
(K -* 00) < x2 >=  a;§exp{2(k/a  + <r2)t}
Relative fluctuation: ^  X ^  > =  — 1 + exp(cr2i)< x > 2 1
(far from saturation)
1 x f k \ 1,a
where z = -  In — K  = 0 I -  \ k = r + m a
(4) General Verhulst Case, (population fluctuating about saturation)
For this case x j  < x  1 where < x > is given by
^ + 1 )
3 7
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if, furthermore —— -> 0 which is equivalent to <f> —► oo, the Fokker-Planck
K
equation, Schrodinger equation, probability density functions and moments all 
reduce to the Gompertz case.
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Chapter 2
D eterm inistic and Stochastic  
Solutions for Three G rowth  
Functions
In their paper Biswas and Karmakar [1976] were the first to consider two other 
rate transforms for an autocatalytic growth process, viz G(x) =  — tan(alna;) and 
G{x) =  — tanh(alna:). The first model was considered stochastically in order to 
depict the behavior of population growth for a periodically renewed environment, 
i.e. for a population that periodically increases and decreases. Such fluctuations 
are very common for natural phenomena and we shall discuss them in this chapter. 
The second model is of the logistic type and could be used for fitting experimental 
data such as demographic results.
In this chapter we first derive three analytic solutions for the deterministic 
differential equation
i4 = k N G mdt \ 0 j
corresponding to and generalizing three important growth functions given in
39
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Chapter One.
(1) G(x) =  atan(/71nx) +  5cot(/?lnx) (trigonometric)
(2) G(x) = a  tanh(/?lnx) + 6 (hyperbolic)
(3) G(x) =  (logarithmic)'ylnx +  6
We investigate special cases and the asymptotic behavior of the solutions when
f —► oo.
We then derive three closed solutions for the stochastic differential equation
( £ ) + J W ( 0
corresponding to the same growth functions given above. Thus, in the first two 
cases we generalize the results of Biswas and Karmakar. As far as we know the 
third growth function has been considered for the first time.
2.1 D eterm inistic solutions for three growth  
functions
2.1.1 Deterministic solution for the trigonometric 
growth function (1)
Let
Note that, if 6 =  0 G (y ) —► 0 as N  —► 0.
In the general differential equation 1.1.6.1 that describes the growth process
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(2.1.1.1)
(2.1.1.2)
40
by letting x = N/9  and G(N/0) be 2.1.1.1 we obtain
dx— = fcz(atan(/?lnz) + 6 cot(/? lnx)) (2.1.1.3)at
Using the substitution <f> = p in  x, this equation is easily solved by separation of 
variables. We get
4  / ------- 7~^ ~e-----7 = kt + C (2 .1.1.4)
P J  a t a n ^  +  d c o t ^
or, in terms of sines and cosines
1 '  k t + c  (2X1.5)
P J a s m  <j> +  Scos2 <f>
Integrating this standard form [Gradshteyn, Ryzhik, 1980] we obtain
ln(d + (a — d) sin2(^)) =  kt + C (2.1.1.6)
To evaluate the constant we invoke the initial condition z(0) = x0 and <f>0  = P In x0
(2.1.1.7)
V[d +  ( a - d )  sin (^o)]/
Taking the exponential of both sides, solving for <j> and transforming back to N  
we get (with N(0) = No),
N  = dexp ^ |
±  sin-1 |  +  (a  ~ sin2(P In ^ ) j  e2fla~g)** -  d j j
(2 .1. 1.8)
where the radical in 2.1.1.8 must lie between 0 and 1. Near t — 0, and n = 0 
0 < N0 < if P > 0 whether a > 6 or vice-versa. On the other hand,
9 > N o >  Oe*W if P  < 0.
41
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Asymptotically for t —► oo (/? > 0 ,a  > 6,k < 0 ,n  = 0, 6 < 0; or >
0 , 6 > a, k > 0 , n =  0 , a  <  0), 2 .1.1.8 becomes
N  = 9 exp ^  sin-1 (2.1.1.9)
where | 6/(6 — a) |< 1 .
The deterministic solution for the less general growth function
G{N/9) =  -  tan(/? In N/9) (2.1.1.10)
can be obtained by solving the differential equation
dx—  =  —fci tan /? In x (2 .1 .1.11)
or by noting that the solution is a special case of 2.1.1.8 when n  = 0 , a = —1, 6 =
0 .
The solution is
N  =  0 exp ^  jsin -1 ^|sin/?ln [ex;p(— j  (2.1.1.12)
Asymptotically, as t -* oo N  —► 9 which is consistent with 2 .1.1.9 when a  =  — 1 
and 6 = 0 .
Similarly the deterministic solution for the growth function 
G(N/0) =cot{pbiN/0)  is
^ ))(ex p -fc /? t)]}  (2.1.1.13)
with asymptotic solution N  —> as t —> oo provided N  ■/* 0.
42
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N  =  0exp — |cos 1 ^cos/?In ^
2.1.2 Deterministic Solution for the Hyperbolic growth 
function (2)
The general growth equation 2.1.1.2 now becomes, where x = N/9,
fci(atanh(/31ni) + 6) (2 .1.2 .1)dx .  .....................  6 > \a
or a > |6 |
Again using the substitution <j> = fi In x and separating variable we obtain
\  f d^ , — r = k t  + C (2.1.2.2)Q J astanh^ +  £/?  
or, in terms of hyperbolic sines and cosines
P I  a sinh <j> + 6 cosh <f> = kt + C (2.1.2.Z)
Using a table of integrals [Gradshteyn, Ryzhik, 1980] we obtain
66 — alncosh(^ + Arth a/5) _ . , , . .2------------------------------- ^  =  *t + C « > | a |  (2.1.2.4)
<j>6 -  alnsinh(^ +  A rth5/a) „
-----------------------  = kt + C a  >| 6 | (2.1.2.5)
Invoking the initial condition to evaluate C and writing the solution in terms of 
N  we obtain
6
N  \ cosh(/? In N0/ 6 + Arth a / 6)
cosh(/3 In N/9  + Arth a / 6)
PW2-*2) .
6 >\ a
t — In I (  ^  ^  t(*a"°3) f sinh(/3 In N /9  +  Arth 6/a) /9t(<2-a2)
(2.1.2 .6) 
a  >| 6 | (2.1.2.7)<NqJ [sinh(/? \nN0/9  +  Arth 5 /  a) J
Although it is impossible to get a formula for N  in terms of t we can graph 2.1.2.6,7 
and then graph the inverse function.
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There is asymptotic behavior in 2.1.2.7 when m  = a//3k(a2 — 62) < 0. In that 
case N  —► 0exp |a r th  as t  —► oo
The deterministic solution for the growth function G{N/9) = — tanh(/? lniV/0), 
also considered by Biswas and Karmakar [1976], can be obtained by solving the 
differential equation
We get
dx— = — fcxtanh/?lnx (2 .1.2 .8)
Uv
1 .uih/?ln(jV/«)
t/3  smh/31n(W „/9) (2.1.2.9)
In this case we can solve for N  in terms of t obtaining
N  =  0exp sinh-1 ^|sinh/?ln j [ejq?(— j (2.1.2.10)
a solution that should be compared with 2.1.1.13. This reduces to
i/0
N  = e Ae~m  + A2 e~2kP* + l |  (2.1.2.11)
where A  is a constant that can be evaluated from the initial conditions. Asymp­
totically, as t —> oo, N  —► 6.
2.1.3 Deterministic Solution for the logarithmic growth 
function (3)
dx alexin x  „ „ ,— = —;-----------   a  > 0, 5 < 0 or a < 0 ,  6 > 0 (2.1.3.1)
dt 7 lnz +  5 v }
Separating variables and integrating we get
7  Ins + 5 In In x = akt + C (2.1.3.2)
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Invoking the initial condition x(0) =  x0 to eliminate C, and transforming back to 
N  we find the solution of 2.1.3.1 to be
S/ah']
t =  In ( N y /ak ( i n N / O Y  \ N 0)  {hLN0/6 ) (2.1.3.3)
N  cannot be solved for in terms of t, but the asymptotic solution of 2.1.3.3 as 
t —> oo is N  —► 9. (for k > 0).
If a  =  —1,7 = 0,6 =  1 in 2.1.3.1 we get the Gompertzian growth model 1.1.4.1 
with solution 1.1.4.3. Asymptotically, N  —* 0 as t —» oo.
2.1.4 Periodic Fluctuations
Periodic fluctuations are characteristic of natural population growth. Many 
surveys have recorded this phenomenon of periodically renewed natural environ­
ments. The classic examples are those of the varying hare (lepus Americanus) and 
the lynx (Lynx canadensis), a predator of the Varying hare both having a cyclical 
period of about ten years (see figure 14). Other animals of Canada and Northern 
United States exhibiting such cycles are the marten (Martes americana), the fisher 
(Martes pennanti), and the mink (Mustela vison) [MacLulich, 1937]. The normal 
pattern of lemming (Lemmus trimucronatus) growth in the arctic tundra regions 
is three to four years [Lack, 1954], [Slobodkin, 1961]; a similar cycle appears in 
the arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) which preys on the lemming. A third example of 
predator-prey interaction is that of the red fox (Volpes fulva) which preys upon 
the vole (microtus egrestis) with a cycle of approximately four years [Lack 1954].
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Figure 14. Abundance of varying hare and lynx in winter plotted over the end of the 
year in which the winter began, i.e., after the season of biological 
reproduction (from Goel & Richter-Dyn, 1974).
The predator-prey relationship has been modelled mathematically as a system of 
deterministic differential equations by Vito Volterra [1931], [Peschel, Mende, 1986] 
and Alfred Lotka [1956], but our approach is to consider a growth function for a 
single species deterministically and then add on a fluctuating term representing 
other random phenomena, including the chance meeting of a predator. Cyclic 
fluctuations are characteristic of the predator prey interaction [Lack, 1954] but 
obviously other environmental factors might affect the population cyclically [Slo- 
bodkin, 1961]. For example, the weather may affect the number of aphids directly, 
or it may affect them indirectly by altering the condition of the plants they feed 
upon [Solomon, 1976]. In laboratory experiment ecosystems the feeding pattern 
may influence the population cyclically, an example being one of Huffaker’s exper­
iments on the mite Eotetranychus sexmaculatus in a “universe” of four oranges 
[Nisbet, Gurney, 1976].
It should be mentioned that an alternative method of attacking periodic fluc­
tuation problems is to modify the logistic equation 1.1.3.5 by replacing the growth 
and saturation constants k and 6 by periodic functions [Nisbet, Gurney, 1976].
Biswas and Karmakar [1976] were the first to consider a periodic (trigono­
metric) growth rate function G — — tan a  In(N/B) in a stochastic context. This 
stochastic model depicts some behavior in the population growth which peri­
odically increases and decreases. In the next section we extend their work by 
generalizing their growth rate function.
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2.1.5 Solution of the Equivalent Schrodinger equation for
G(ev) =  a tan j3v +  6cot(3v
Let us start with the Equivalent Schrodinger equation 1.2.3.6
2 dt{f a 2 d2rj)
k dt k dv2 -  W{v)rj; (2.1.5.1)
where W  (v) is the potential function, given by
H 'M  =  + |;G (e") (2.1.5.2)
Taking our growth function to be
G(ev) =  a  tan 0v +  6 cot /3v (2.1.5.3)
2.1.5.1 becomes
\1 f t  = -  + Bcsc20v +  C]V» (2.1.5.4)
where
, ka2 a „  kS2 ea „  2 akS ka2 k62
A = —=- + ctfl B  = ---60 C = — -------- ---------— (2 .1.5.5)o a a2 a2 a2
Let us now separate variables to factor out the time dependence,
rl){v,t) = e~itX (  v) (2.1.5.6)
We obtain
d2X  k \(2a  \  A B  1 ,
+ — 11 — -  C ) ------ ^ ------ r-5T - X  = 0 (2.1.5.7)A  \ ( 2“ rA  A ______a2 [ \  k J cos20v sirdv2 J sin20v 
For a simpler representation of equation 2.1.5.7 we set
£ = 0v (2 .1.5.8)
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and
_ k (2a  \  kA w . kB
0 w [ t ~  J P o * ~   ^ ^  0 V  “  ^  (2.1.5.9)
then 2.1.5.7 becomes 
<PX
w  +  [ E -  ( w +w ) ]  * =0 (21-5-10)
2.1.5.10 is a Schrodinger equation with periodic potential 
__ A(A — 1) k (k  — 1)
U  =  V 2 i - +  V. 2 '  A ,k >  1 2.1.5.11cos2 £ sin £
(see figure 15)
We choose the single branch 0 < £ < 7r/2 and solve 2.1.5.10 with boundary 
conditions
X  = 0 for £ = 0 X  = 0 for £ = J  (2.1.5.12)z
This problem is well known in quantum mechanics, namely that of the solution 
of the Schrodinger equation for the First Poschl-Teller potential [Flugge, 1971]. 
First transform to the new independent variable y by letting
y = sin2 £ (2.1.5.13)
obtaining
.d 2X  .1 . d X  1 / A(A - 1 )  k (k -  1 ) \1  v
y(1 - +  (r #]i " l' 4 f  ( , T ^ T  +  ~  )J  (2-1-S.14)
Next change the dependent variable by using the substitution
x  = tf[i -y)V(y) (2.1.5.15)
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Figure 15. Three different Poschl-Teller potentials for 
A=2 and x^A. Only for k=A the potential hole
is symmetrical (from Flugge, 1971).
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By choosing
(2.1.5.16)
we get
y(1"  y)lb  +  [(* + \)  ~ +  A +  1)y] ^  +  \  \-E ~ (* +  A)21 f  = ° (2-L5-17)
This differential equation is of the hypergeometric type with singularities at 
y =  0 ,y = l,y  =  oo,
(2.1.5.18)
It has a general solution
f  =  C12F1(a,b;c;y) + C2y C2*i(a + 1 -  c,b + 1 -  c;2 -  c;y) (2.1.5.19)
whre 2* 1(0 , b;c;y) is the hypergeometric function
p  / _  l . c u \ - Y t W® + + k ~  1)H6(6 + +  k  ~  * ) / «  1 r
2F1( o ,6 , c , » ) - 1 , ------------- Hc(c + !)...(« + i - 1 ) --------------* (2'1'5-20)
[Lebedev, 1972] which is also given symbolically in terms of the Riemann- Pap- 
peritz symbol,
2Fi(a,b] c;y)
0 1 00
0 0 a y
1 — c c — a — b b
(2.1.5.21)
[Abramowitz, Stegun, 1964].
Comparing (17) and (18) we see that
a = i(/c +  A ± - /B )  b = ^ (K  +  X +  y /E )  C = k  + J  (2.1.5.22)& & L
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Invoking the boundary conditions 2.1.5.12 in the variable y, that is,
X  =  0  for y  = 0 X  =  0  for y =  1 (2.1.5.23)
we find that at y =  0 the two hypergeometric series in 2.1.5.19 are equal to 1, so 
that (utilizing 2.1.5.15)
X  ~  Ciy*l2 +  C2y1/2(1- k) (2.1.5.24)
Since k > 1, the second term becomes singular at y =  0  forcing C2 = 0 . To 
obtain the condition at y =  1 we use the well known transformation [Abramowitz, 
Stegun, 1964].
2^1 (a, 6; c; y) =  ^  2*i(a, b; a + b -  c +  1; 1 -  y)
+ (1  _  yUc-q-Mr (c)r (a + 6 - c )
1 y) r(a)r(6) '
2-F\(c — a , c - 6;c — a — 6 + l ; l  — y) (2.1. 5.25)
In the vicinity of y = 1 we must take a = —n, n  =  0 , 1,2,... in order to avoid the 
singularity due to the negative exponent |  — A of the second term. Using (22) 
when a = - n  we find
6 =  k  + A + n  (2.1.5.26)
and the eigenvalues become
En = (K + X + 2 n)2 (2.1.5.27)
The corresponding eigenfunctions are,
X n = sin* £cosA £ tFi(—n,K + A + n;/c + ^;sin2 £) (2.1.5.28)
A
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Note that if we alternately take b = —n, n = 0 , 1 , 2 , a = «+A+n, we obtain the 
same solution because of the symmetric property of the hypergeometric function 
[Lebedev, 1972]. Using this property we rewrite 2.1.5.28 as
X n =  sin* £ cos* £ jFi(/c + A +  n , -n ;  k + sin2 £) (2.1.5.29)
Since the Jacobi polynomials are defined by [Morse, Feshbach, 1953]
•Jnfa, 95 x) = 2Fi{p + n, - n ,  q\ x) (2.1.5.30)
The eigenfunctions X n can be written
X n = sin* £ cos* Jn(«; +  A,/c + ^;sin2 £) (2.1.5.31)
A
The constant Cx may be determined by normalization. The Jacobi polynomials 
have the orthogonality condition [Abramowitz, Stegun, 1964]
f  x,_1(l -  x)p~9V) J„(p, q\ x)Jm(p, q; x)dx =  N(p, q; n)6m„ g > 0 , p - l > l  
J o
(2.1.5.32)
where Smn is the Kronecker’s delta and
N - N h  a n t  -  +  P ~  ? + !) (2 1 5331-  « V > -  (p + 2n)r(p +  n)T(g + n) (2.1.5.33)
Using this, we get
_ 1 . . . ./  sin2* £ cos2* £ Jn(/c +  A, k + sin2 £)
Jo 2
Jm[K + A, k + J ; sin2 £)d£ =  ^ N (k , A, n)Smn (2 .1 . 5.34)
where k > — |,A  > —
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The most general solution for tp is
OO
./,(»,() = ' £ C nX„(()e-“ (2.1.5.35)
n=0 
2 -  !•/„2To find a we use 2.1.5.5, 9,27, and 0 2 = k/o
a = ^(2  a/326 — a20 2 — 02S2 +  (/c + A +  2n)2) (2.1.5.36)
The Cn’s are to be determined by the orthogonality condition. Recall, from 1.2.3.5
P(v,t)  = ip[v,t) exp 4  j  G(eu)dv
0 * Ja
(2.1.5.37)
so that
P(v,t) = rp{v,t) • Ksecap fiv sin^ f3v (2.1.5.38)
where K  is the constant value of the integrated expression at the lower limit of 
integration. The approximate conditions on a/3 and 60 are obtained from 2.I.5.9. 
Prom 2.1.5.38 we have
tp{v,0) = K  cos°^ £csc^£P(v,0) (2.1.5.39)
where K  =  l /K .
r*l 2
r  i/>{v,o)xm( Q d t = ' E c n r  x n{ t ) x m{t)dt
Jo n=0 Jo
Now utilizing 2.1.5.31,34,39 we get,
(2.1.5.40)
I *12 KP(v, 0) cos“* £cscsl}t X m(t)d t  =  \ c nN(K,  X, n) o & (2.1.5.41)
Set P(v,0) = 6(v — vo) with £o = vq/3, then
' n
K cos^toC scW toX M (2.1.5.42)
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Now using 8,31,35,38,42 we derive an expression for the probability density func­
tion P(v,t) in terms of an expansion involving Jacobi polynomials.
P(v,t)  =  f )  2 s i n ^ g c o s ^ e s i n * - ^
n=0
cosA+a^ o J M U Q e - *  (2.1. 5.43)
where Jn{£) =  Jn(« + A,/c +  |,s in J £) etc.
This reduces to the analagous expression for the probability density function as 
given by Biswas and Karmakar [1976] when the appropriate substitutions are 
made.
For simplicity of calculation we may choose vo(3 =  tt/4 so that all terms in­
volving £o are incorporated into a constant
( y / 2 \ af)- Sf3+K+* 2 , 1 1
M - ( “2"J iV(«,A,n)Jm(K + A,'C + 2 ; 2 ) (2-1.5.44)
Therefore,
P{v,t) = f ;  M sinK+6fi Zcosx~af> eJ„(Oe"at (2.1.5.45)
n=0
The moments of N/0  can easily be found from the density function 2.1.5.45 and 
recalling 1.2.3.1
< ( j ) “ > =  <«*•) = / o*  = / /  £  7 3i"“+W « {  •
J„(k + A,/c+  i j s i n ^ J e x p ^  (2.1.5.46)
The Jacobi polynomials may be written as [Courant, Hilbert, 1937]
M p »^ <t>) = 1 + £  /(*. n)<f>1 (2.1.5.47)
t-1
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where
a y _ y ‘ - *q(q + l)...(g
Thus, 2.1.5.46 becomes
/  ?V\ 2A oo 1/
< ( j )  ) =
\
n=0
+ £ ) / ( £ ,n)J2(a ,/M ,M ,* ,A ,£)} (2.1. 5.49)
i=i )
where
and
Ii = J j  smK+sp £ cosx~af) (2.1.5.50)
I2 = [ 3 8mK+sp+2t £ cosx~ap {e2X(/l}d t  (2.1.5.51)
Jo
These integrals may evaluated numerically.
The first two moments (N/9) and ((N/0)2) can be calculated by letting A = |
and A =  1 respectively in 2.1.5.49. The variance (or dispersion) of N/0  is given
by 1.2.4.3, or in slightly different notation
var(N/0) = D(N/0) =  ({N/0)2) -  (N/0)2 (2.1.5.52)
while the relative fluctuation (or coefficient of variation) is given by 1.2.4.4, or 
equivalently,
<(*/*)’) -  ( m ‘ . . . . .
— im * —  ( *
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2.1.6 Solution of the Equivalent Schrodinger equation for
G(ev) =  atanh 0v + 6.
Again let us start with the Equivalent Schrodinger equation 2.1.5.1 with potential
2.1.5.2 and saturation inducing function
G(ev) =  atanh/?v +  6 (2.1.6.1)
Then 2.1.5.1 becomes
= -t-ITT ~ [Asectfflv +  Btanh/?v + C]0  (2 .1 .6 .2)
K  O t  K  O V *
where
—- „ ka2 — 2aSk — k , , , .
A = aP ~ ~ a ~  B  = — 2~ C =Z* ( a + 6 ) (2.1.6.3)a o o
Separating variables by letting il>[v,t) = e~&tX(v) we obtain the time independent
Schrodinger equation.
d2X  k \ (2 a  _ \  -  -  '
~  '4sech - £ t a n h ^
Now let £ = (3v and fl2 = k /a 2, and we get
d2X 
d ?
where
X  = 0 (2.1.6.4)
+ [f? -  (Asech2£ + B  tanh £ + C)] X  = 0 (2.1.6.5)
A = a(3 -  a 2/?2 B  = 2a6/32 C = 0 262 E  = j  -  a 2/?2 (2.1.6.6)
From the last expression in 2.1.6.6
a = ^ (E  + a 2p 2) (2.1.6.7)
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It should be noted that in the investigation of the acoustic and magnetic fields 
in a continuously layered medium, the problem of reflection of a plane wave from 
such an inhomogeneous layer reduces to the solution of a Schrodinger equation- 
the particular potential in 2.1.6.5 appearing in the equation for the general i.e. 
nonsymmetric Epstein duct [Brekhovskikh, 1980] [Adam, 1982].
In order to solve 2.1.6.5 we first let
X  = e-atsechbZF{t) (2.1.6.8)
to obtain
d?F dF .-jrr  — 2(a + fttanhf)— + [—A — 6 — 6 )sech £ +  (2a6 — ,B)tanh£
+{E + a2 +b2 -  C)]F = 0 (2.1. 6.9)
Now let
u = ^(1 — tanh £) (2 .1 .6 .10)It
J2p JP
+ K1 -  2u) + a + 6(X -  2u)]'T7 + [ ( -4  - b - b 2)du2 du
F  = 0 (2.1. 6 .11)(2a6 -  £)(1 —2u) E - C  + a2 + b2'4u(l — u) 4u(l — u)
Letting
2 a b - B  = 0 and a2 +b2 = C - E  (2.1.6.12)
2 .1.6.11 is reduced to the hypergeometric form
u(l -  tt)F"(tt) + [r -  (1 + p + q)u]F' -  pqF = 0 (2.1.6.13)
having two linearly independent solutions [Abramowitz, Stegun 1964]. Explicitly,
F  +  C12.fi(p, ?;r; u) + C2tt1-r 2Ji(p + 1 -  r,q +  1 -  r; 2 -  r; u) (2.1.6.14)
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where 2F1 is defined by 2.1.5.20. 
Comparing (13) and (11) we easily find
p = ^  + b ± ^ - A  q = ± + b T ^ ~ A  r =  1 +  6 +  a (2.1.6.15)
The parameters a, b in 2.1.6.8 are found by solving 2.1.6.12 simultaneously, ob­
taining
2 ( C - E ) ± J { E - C ) * - B *  (1C - E ) t J { E - C Y - B 2
a =     b = ----------------------------------
2 2
(2.1.6.16)
The solution of 2.1.6.5 is (utilizing 2.1.6.8,14)
X  = e-o€sech6£[Ci2i i\(p,g;r;u)]+<72tt1-r2F i ( p + l - r ,g + l - r ; 2 - r ;u )]  (2.1.6.17)
where u is given by (10), p,q,r  by (15) and a,b by (16).
The boundary conditions for the Schrodinger equation 2.1.6.5 are
X  —» 0 for £ —> + 00  X  —> 0 for £ —* —00 (2.1.6.18)
Let us assume that a, 6 > 0 . Since sech £ ~  2e~£ when £ —> +00  and 2-F1 —► 1 as 
u -»• 0, the first term in 2.1.6.17 goes as 26e“(0+6)£, which goes to 0 as £ —*■ + 00 . 
But since u1_r = u~b~a we must take C2 =  0 to avoid a singulaxity. Taking the 
first term of (17) and using the connection formula 2.1.5.25
X  = e-a£sech‘£ • Cx r (r)r(r — p — q) ln n. n , n _ r 
l T ( r - p ) T { r - q ) 2 1 (p,q'P + q r  + 1 ,1  u)
+ r ^ r(p )r(g )  ^ ^  ~ u)r P 9tFi(r - -  q>r - p -  q + - u)
(2.1. 6.19)
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Now as £ —> — oo,u —> 1, both hypergeometric functions 2F\ —*■ 1,1 — u —► 0 and 
we get
X  =  c-a«sech‘C • Ca[M + JV(1 -  u)r"p-9] (2.1.6.20)
where M , N  are the coefficients of the two hypergeometric terms. Since sech £ ~  
2e* as £ —► — 00 for the second boundary condition in (18) to be satisfied we must 
have —* 0 which occurs when 6 > a. But then we would get a singularity
because of the negative exponent r — p — q = a — b, unless we set p = — n, or 
q = —n. Choosing the latter, the eigenfunctions are
X n =  e-a€sechl£ jF i(l + 2 b+ n, - n \  1 + b +  a; ^(1 -  tanh £)) (2.1.6.21)
or, in terms of the Jacobi polynomials 2.1.5.30
X n = e_a*sech*£Jn(l + 26,1 + 6 +  a; i ( l  -  tanh £)) (2.1.6.22)
Using the orthogonality condition 2.1.5.33, in terms of u = ^(1 — tanh £) we get
roo / 1 \ 2i+1
J-oo  ( 2)  ^  “  tan h  ^ 4+°+1 ‘ ^  +  ta llh  a+1
Jn(l + 26,1 + 6 + a, ^(1 -  tanh £))Z
Jm(l +  26,1 + 6 +  a, i ( l  -  tanh £))d£ = N6mn (2.1. 6.23)
A
Now
v j (2.1.6.24)
Integrating the saturation function 2.1.6.1 we get
P{v, t) = 0(«, t) cosh**/"3* 0v (e*5^ 3) • C (2.1.6.25)
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P(v,t)  = rp {v ,t)e x p t^  J  G(ev)d
where C is the integrated expression at the lower limit of integration d. Using 
£ =  fiv and (32 = k /a 2 we find
rjj(v,t) =  CP(t>,f)(secha/3£) (2.1.6.26)
where C = 1/C.
The general expression for if) is
W'>,t) = Y , C nX n(t)e-it
n=0
(2.1.6.27)
where Xn(^) is the eigenfunction given in (22). To find a we equate the expression 
for E  given by 2.1.6.6 with the solution for E  obtained from 2.1.5.15,16. From 
(15) p = 1 + 2ft + n (since we set q = —n) by which
p = l  +  2^
(C -  E) =f y/(E -  CY -  B 2
+ n
then
E  = C — B 2 (p -  1 -  n)2
(p -  1 -  n)2 4
Then by 2.1.6.7
C - B 2 (p -  1 -  n f  2 -
(p — 1 — n)2 4 + /?V
or
a = /32(a2 + 62) -2  ^ (p ~ 1 ~ n)2 4 a2/3*624 (p — 1 — n)2
Thus,
(2.1.6.28)
^(M ) =  Cne a?sech6f Jn(l +  26,1 +  6 + a, ^(1 -  tanh f))e at (2.1.6.29)Ln—0
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/ n » + i
Multiplying both sides of (29) by ea£ ( - J  sech6£(l — tanh £)0+1 • (l+ tanh £) 
J m(l +  26,1 + 6 +  a, |(1  — tanh £)), let t = 0 and integrate from —oo to oo.
/ oo / 1 \  24+1oo e<t( \ 2 /  sedl*£(1 “  tanh£)°+1(l + tanh t)~a+1Jm(Z)tl)(v,0)dZ =
00 / I \ 14+1
£  /  Cn ( - )  sech26e ( l - t a n h 0 o+1(l + ta n h 0 " a+1^ ( e R m
n=0J -°°
(2.1. 6.30)
Taking P(v,0) =  S(v — «0) where 6 is the Dirac delta function, £0 = Pvo and 
utilizing 2.1.6.26 with t = 0 and the orthogonality condition 2.1.6.23, this becomes
c  _ I
C n ~  N
/ i  \  2 6 + 1
{a—6(3)to Csech**+i£o(l -  tanh £o)a+1(l + tanh £o)_a+1Jm(£o)
(2.1.6.31)
Thus, from (29) and (31) we get
oo I / I  \  26+1
V»(t>. t) = 52  ^re(a-^ )£o y - j  Csech*,a+t£0(l -  tanh £o)a+1(l +  tanh &)“a+1
Jm(e0)sech^Jn(e)e-(a£+a‘) (2.1. 6.32)
Finally from 2.1.6.25 and 32 we obtain an expansion for the probability density 
function in terms of Jacobi polynomials
p (ui *) = £  Me-at~a(+Sfi€ cosh^“_i £Jn{£) (2.1.6.33)
n=0
where
1 /1 \  26+1
M = — e^~sp^° Csech/Ja+^ 0(1 -  tanh £o)0+1(l + tanh ^ o)_0+1^m(^o)
(2.1.6.34)
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The moments are found from the probability distribution function (33)
<(7 ) ”  = =
= r  E  e_a‘e(_a+^ )€co sh ^ '6 £Jn{t)<?lilfidZ (2.1. 6.35)
00 n=0
where we must define a truncated probability distribution for J* P(v,t)e2Xvdv 
where | a | and | 6 | are not both infinite.
Clearly, we may, in principle, make the error associated with this choice as small as 
is desired. Let us quote Rohatgi [1976] p 116, “Truncation is specially important 
in cases where the df (density function)!*1 in question does not have a finite mean. 
If X  is an rv, (random variable) we truncate X  at some c > 0, where c is finite, by 
replacing X  by X c =  X  if | X  |< c, and = 0 if | X  \> c. The X c is X  truncated at 
c, and all moments of X c exist and are finite.” See also [Loeve, 1963], and [Bury, 
1975].
Using the expression 2.1.5.47,48 defining the Jacobi polynomials (35) becomes
JV>
<(t )> =
d£ (2.1. 6.36)
where
h
h
i ( j )  ) =
'  '  n=0
+ E /(* ,»K 2(a,/M ,A ,a ,£ ,£ )}  (2.1. 6.37)
t=\ )
= f b cosh^-6 t d t  (2.1. 6.38)J-a
= (D  Ja cosh**- * ^(1 -  tanh t f d t  (2.1. 6.39)
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Letting A = 1 we obtain the first and second moments on the appropriate
truncated interval.
2.1.7 Probability distribution for the saturation inducing 
function G ( N / 0 )  =  { cx lnN/6 ) / (^InN/0  +  6).
Let us start with the stochastic dynamical equation 1.2.3.11
dx— = h(x) + me(x)<re(:c) + F{t) (2.1.7.1)
leading to a Fokker-Planck equation,
9£  = - ± { < x ) P ) + 1- £ iW x )P }  (2.1.7.2)
for the probability density function P , where the drift coefficient a{x) and the 
diffusion coefficient b(x) are given respectively by
1
a(x) = h(x) + me(x) + - — [ae(x)]2 (2.1. 7.3)
b(x) = <r2[e(z)]2 (2.1. 7.4)
Take
h{x) =  rx alnx/0 e(x) = x  (2.1.7.5)
7  In x/0  + 6
Before we proceed with the derivation of the probability density function, let 
us consider some curve sketching information for G(x/0).
G(0) =  0 limG(z) = ^  limG(x) =  — x  > 0
If^ > 0, the vertical asymptote x  = 0e~s^  occurs before saturation, while if 
5/7 < 0 the vertical asymptote occurs after saturation.
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Since G' = (a£)/x(7 In f +  S)2 we can see that the function G is increasing when 
aS > 0 and decreasing when a6 < 0. Moreover, since
G" =
-a6
xJ( 7 l n ^ +  fi)J i x &l n -  + -  
• B 7
+ 1
if — < 0 and aS > 0, the curve is concave down for x  > Be and also concave 
Tf
down for x  < 0e~2~s^ ,  while it is concave up for 0e-a-^/', < x < B~s^ .  If — < 0 
and aS < 0, the curve is concave up for x > Be~6^  and also concave up for 
x < Be~2~s!'t while it is concave down for 8e~2~6/'1 < x < Be~6^ .
A similar analysis can be done for the case when the vertical asymptote occurs 
before saturation.
From 2.1.7.3-5 we find
a(x) = rx a  In x/B7lnx/0 + 6 + m x + ^xa2 b(x) = a2x2It
Let us convert 2.1.7.2 to the alternate form 1.2.3.15
dB _  d \ \ , l d29 
dt d z ^ * ^  2 dz*
(2.1.7.6)
(2.1.7.7)
where
and
x0 = x(0),Zq = z( 0).
a(2 )= U ) - i | [6(x)]-5
g(z,zo,t) =  [b(x)\*P(x,x0,t)\x=:!=*(*)
(2.1.7.8)
(2.1.7.9)
(2.1.7.10)
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Separate the variables in g by using 1.2.3.19,21
g[z, zo, t) = ip(z) exp[J a(£)d£[ • em / 2  (2.1.7.12)
where ip(z) satisfies the Schrodinger equation
^  + {E-U)x(> = 0 (2.1.7.13)
and
77 =
dz
Thus 2.1.7.13 becomes
I A
U  - ^  + a2 (2.1.7.14)
f „ \ r2a 2z2 raS 2amrz m2] } ,
i l ( i» * + «)! + ( •»»*+<)! + «) + ^ J r  ( )
Let u = + 6 and this reduces to a standard form [Murphy, 1960]
u 2-^ jjz + {Au2 +  + C)tp = 0 (2.1.7.16)
where
_  E  2amr m 2 r2o? _  2r2a 26 2amrS _  —r2a262 rad
a 2' ) 2 0 *7  ^ a* ') 2 o*7 * o*'ys 0 *7 * o 2 7 2
(2.1.7.17)
Following Murphy we first let ip = ukv(u) where k2 — k + C =  0 to get
uv" +  2 kv1 + {B + Au)v = 0 (2.1.7.18)
Then let v = eputi;(u) where p2 + A = 0 to get
uw" +  {2k + 2pu)w' + (2A:p +  B)w = 0 (2.1.7.19)
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Then let tu(u) =  r(t),t  =  —2pu to obtain
tr" + (2k -  t)r' -  ~ -Pn+ B r = 0
2 p
which is a confluent hypergeometric differential equation
(2.1.7.20)
xy" +  (c -  x)y' -  ay =  0 (2.1.7.21)
with solution
(2.1.7.22)y = Ci iFi(a, c; x) + C2x x c iF i(l + a -  c,2 -  c; x) 
where \Fi is the confluent hypergeometric function [Lebedev, 1972]
Ff i L  r  1 | f a (a  +  +  k ~ 1 ) x k
which is also given symbolically in terms of the Riemann symbol [Iyanaga, Kawada, 
1980]
(2.1.7.23)
iFi(a,c,x) =
00 0
0 a O x  
. 1 c — a 1 — c
(2.1.7.24)
Thus,
=  froz  +  6)k^ ‘+s jc x  &  +  ^,2fe; - 2 p ^ a z  + 6)j
+C2[-2p(7crz + 6))1_2fc j.Ft ^1 + ^  -  k, 2 -  2k\ -2p{^az  +  8) j  |
(2.1. 7.25)
Invoking the boundary condition ^  —5► 0 as z  —► —6 / 7 0  and taking k > 0 and 
1 — 2 k < 0, C2 must be taken to be 0 in 2.1.7.25. We see that the other boundary
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condition, ij) —> 0 ob z  —► oo is satisfied if we use the asymptotic formula [Magnus, 
et al 1966]
^ ( a .c jz )  =  + 0 {z)- '\ (2.1.7.26)
in 2.1.7.25 with p > 0, k +  B/2p ^  - n  (n =  0,1,2,...) and p^a > 0.
Now,
e x p a(z)dz =  C faoz +  6)-fa5/i3*a exp + z (2.1.7.27)
where C -  (^ct)20^ /^ "2 • S~rc,sh ^
Therefore by 2.1.7.12
g{z, zo, t) =  il){z)C{n<JZ + 6)-raS^ a2 • e~Et/2 • exp ( — + —) 3 (2.1.7.28)
\ 7<r a  J
Now using 2.1.7.25
g{zf zot) = t?sC {ioz  +  $')k- raS/T2°a . exp ( —  + — + p7<r) z -  —
LV^  ° J 2
• j c i  iFi(k +  ^ , 2 A; - 2 pfroz  +  d )) | (2.1. 7.29)
where we must have
ra  m „
—  +  2;ryCT < 0 (2.1.7.30)7 a a  v '
and where A2 — A + C = 0 p2 + A = 0 and A , B , C  are given by 2.1.7.17 
The moments are given by
(e**>=/°° g(z,Zo,t)eXl,dz (2.1.7.31)
J - S / ' t a
(eXt) = r  ( ic z  + 6k~raSh '° ' eXp [(a + — + -  + p7<r) z -  ^
J - S / y r  (y  7<7 a  J  2
iFi +  ^ , 2k, -2 p [ ia z  + 5) j  dz (2.1. 7.32)
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normalizing the constant C\C<?S. Utilizing the Kummer transformation [Bate­
man, 1953].
iFi(c — o,c; -x )  = e~x iFi(a,c;x) (2.1.7.33)
1F1(k + A  2 k; —2p[fioz + 5)) =  t - M ^ )  lFl (k  -  A  2 k; 2p{1<rz +  6 ) j
(2.1.7.34)
Now letting u = 2(~/oz +  5), we change the variable of integration of (32) from z 
to u (letting Q = A +  ra / 0 7  + m /a  +  pr/a and T  = k — r a S /'fo 2)
(2.1.7.35)
We express the confluent hypergeometric function in terms of Whittaker’s function
[Magnus, et al 1966]
M e,o(x ) ~  xa+*e~*,Fi(a -  p + ^-;2o + l;x )  (2.1.7.36)Zt
and so
i*i |k  — A,2fc;pu^ =  {pu)~ke‘zM ±  fc_i(pu) (2.1.7.37)
where
s  1P = —  a = k — -  (2.1.7.38)2p 2 v '
Thus, the expression (35) becomes
The integral is a standard form [Prudnikov, Vol 3,1986]. (See Appendix 4).
I t ~ m = r ( r + 1),Fi (*'+ h T + 1;:2 k ]  ( 2 ' 1 ' 7 ' 4 0 )
v 1 0  )
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(0 / . = of ' ?  ( i - £ ) -
(ii) /t = 2“ r(2*)p* (2p- JL)"*"* ( - A ) 4 "1 
(iH) / _ 4 _m+1 = 2?-»-"r(2*)r(i -  A _
(iv) J j .t  =  2!‘- i r (2*;)r (t  -  A + 1) ( - £ ) *  i * ? 1 (v/5^ )
(v) I .{L.J = 2“ - ‘- i r  (* ■ -1 -  A ) r(2 ( v ^ F )  •
2.1.8 Steady state probability density function for pop­
ulation growth in a random environment
The steady state probability density function, or equilibrium distribution 
function can be obtained by setting d P /d t  = 0 in the Fokker- Planck equa­
tion 1.2.3.3 [Goel et al, 1971]
. d 1 ,d 2P . .-  k — {PG(e )} + - o '—  = 0 (2-1-81)
if we let U = k  J0” G(ev)dv 2.1.8.1 becomes
d_
d v
from which it follows
(£) I”11 (?) (I;) [Pcxp (-?)]}=0 (21-8-3)
So, with Pq a normalizing constant,
OJ7 f Ojfc t v
P(v, oo) = P  =  P0 exp —  = P q exp —= /  G{ev)dv
a i [o' Jo
(2.1.8.4)
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Thus, for G(eu) =  a  tan (3v + 6 cot (iv we find
P(v, oo) =  C s& ffi (iv • s in ^  (3v (2.1.8.5)
and for G(ev) =  atanh/?v +  6,
P (v , oo) = C  cosh»^ /?t> • exp(2Skv/a2) (2.1.8.6)
When the Fokker-Planck equation is given in terms of x, the stationary 
distribution is given by [Stratonovich, 1963]
p(i,!/'oo) = i^ )“ p{2/ ’ 1 | r }  (2-1'8-7)
where y is the value of the random variable x at t = 0. C is a normalization 
constant.
Utilizing 2.1.7.6 and 2.1.8.7 we obtain
«< °°) = ^ 5  (f) ‘ ('“ |  ' ’ t2-1'8-8)
It should be remarked that these formulas are valid in the case in which 
there is no flow of probability into the state space from the outside. On the 
other hand if there is a positive flow of probability out from the state space 
(at least at one of the boundaries), as t —► oo all probability is bound to 
be outside the state space and the steady state solution is P (x ,y , oo) = 0. 
[Goel, Richter-Dyn, 1974].
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Chapter 3 
P opulation G rowth in a Random  
Environm ent
We have seen how random effects in the environment can be taken care of by the 
addition of a random function F(t) to the given deterministic differential equa­
tion dN/dt = kNG (N /d). F(t) represents, for example, changes in the weather, 
competition with other species, immigration and emigration, i.e. all effects not 
pertaining to G, the growth rate function. Fluctuations in the environment may 
also introduce a stochastic element in the deterministic growth rate or the deter­
ministic saturation level.
In this chapter we consider population growth in these two regimes. We obtain 
formulas for the steady state and time dependent probability density function for 
the general Verhulst case with a random growth rate. We also obtain a general for­
mula for the steady state probability density function for any growth rate function 
and apply it to get the corresponding results for the three growth rate functions 
considered in Chapter 2. Then we derive a formula for the steady state probability 
density function with a random saturation term in the general Verhulst case. All 
of these generalizes results obtained in Goel, Richter-Dyn [1974].
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3.1 Population grow th in a random  environment- 
random  grow th rate. Generalized Verhulst 
case
Consider the generalized Verhulst model 1.1.5.1,2
We analyze the effects of a randomly fluctuating environment on a well established 
population, eg a successful colony, by first examining a stochastic form of the net 
growth rate r, ie.
r =  r + oF(t) (3.1.2)
where F(t) is a random function of time representing environmental influences 
such that
(JJ’(t)) = 0 (3.1.3a)
(F(t1)-F { t2))=crH (tl - t 1) (3.1.3b)
r, a are constants. The assumption that the noise F(t) is white noise, i.e. F(t) 
satisfies the properties 3.1.3.a,b is justified because the environmental changes are 
usually fast compared to the timescale of population growth [Goel, Richter-Dyn, 
1974]. The stochastic differential equation is then
J . ( , . ( . ) ■ )
From 1.2.3.11 and 3.1.4
■<■>-? (-(?)") « - ? ( ' - © ■ )
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Then using 1.2.3.13,14 and 3.1.5 we find the coefficients of the Fokker-Planck
equation 1.2.3.12 to be
«  -  t ( " G ) T
If the coefficient a(x) vanishes as x  —► xo, or 6(z) becomes singular as x —► x0 in. 
the Fokker-Planck equation 1.2.3.12, x0 is called a singular boundary point for the 
diffusion process and the equation is called a singular diffusion equation [Ricciardi, 
1986]. The definition given in Bharucha-Reid [1960] is slightly different. Thus, 
since a(0) =  0 and a{0) =  0, the boundaries x  = 0, and x  =  0 are singular.
Near x  =  0
*(*) ~  + ^ 2)  * ft(*) ~  (3-L8)
First let us derive the steady state probability density function [Goel, Richter- 
Dyn, 1974]
where C is a normalization constant determined by
/  P {x,y,oo) = l  (3.1.10)
J  0
After evaluating some easy integrals [Gradshteyn, Ryzhik, 1980] we obtain
P ( „ ,o o )  =  C ( § ) * - ■ ( ! - ( § ) y ‘1+S) ,3.1.1!)
which generalizes Goel, Richter-Dyn [1974] p. 91, #5.
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Now let us derive the time dependent probability density function. Using 
1.2.3.16, we find
1 u®
z  =  -  In---- j-Ta (3.1.12)
" ‘ - ( f )
then equation 3.1.5 becomes, in the variable z
§  =  * +  *■(«) (3.1.13)
where a = r/a . The Fokker-Planck equation in terms of the probability density 
function g(z, Z o , t )  is
dg 9 / r  \  1 d2g . .
dt ~  ~ d i  \ a 9)  + 2dz* (3.1.14)
Since x = 0 implies z  =  —oo, x  =  0 implies z = +oo, the boundary conditions are
g ( z , z o , t ) 0 as z  -*■ oo ; g(z,zo,t) -> 0 as 2 —> -oo (3.1.15)
The transformation z = x ja  applied to 3.1.14 yields
dg dg a2 d2g .
- i  = ~ f £ + 2 i £  <3116»
but since g = aP  (from 1.2.3.18) 3.1.16 becomes
dP  _dP a2d2P __________________ _____ .
dt ~  Vd x + 2 d x 2 (3.1.17)
Table 3.4 Goel, Richter-Dyn [1974] gives solutions for P (x ,y ,t)  for some processes 
(i.e. given coefficients a(x),6(a;)) with various boundary conditions.
P (x ,y ,t)  = - J = - e-l*-'>-7tr f 2°’t (3.1.18)
which in terms of g is
g{z,Zo,t) = (3.1.19)
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Now
=  (3.1.20)
t h u s ,
P(x,y,t) =  “
o V ^ r t x  ( l  -  ( f ) “ )
2t \ a  \ y  J a  1 -  (x/0)“ a J (3.1.21)
P (x,y ,t) is the probability that the random variable has the value x  at time t, 
given that it had the value y at time t  =  0. This generalizes the probability
density function (10) p 92 of Goel, Richter-Dyn. We can use g to calculate var­
ious moments, getting analytic results for 0 -» oo (i.e. when the food supply is 
unlimited) 3.1.13 becomes
x = ea*'a (3.1.22)
(x) =  {e°*'a) =  f ”  ea' l ag{z,zo,t)dz (3.1.23)
J —OO
Using 3.1.19 this is an easily calculated Gaussian integral [Gradshteyn, Ryzhik, 
1980].
(* + 7) (3-L24)
and
. 2\ (2oH \ 2a (  f t \(x ) =  exp j  • exp — (*, + - J  (3.1.25)
The variance is given by 1.2.4.3; in slightly different notation
var(x) =  (x2) -  (x)2 =  (x)2 [exp(a2t /a 2) -  l] (3.1.26)
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and the relative fluctuation (or coefficient of variation) is given by 1.2.4.4
var(x) ( a2t \
~ W ~ = e x p [ ~ ^ j ~ 1 f3-1-27)
The relative fluctuation is increasing as t increases. Thus, for moderate times the 
average cannot describe the growth of the population. [Goel, Richter-Dyn, 1974]. 
The deterministic results corresponding to 3.1 are
var(z) = 0
var(x) _  
(x)2
rtexp — a (3.1.28)
2 f t  exp —  a (3.1.29)
(3.1.30)
0 (3.1.31)
3.2 Steady sta te  probability density function for 
population growth in a random environm ent 
w ith  random  growth rate in term s o f G(x/0)
We follow §3.1 using G(f) instead of 1 — ( f ) 0- The stochastic dynamical equation 
is obtained from 2.1.1.2 by letting k, the growth rate be random, say
k = r + oF  (t) (3.2.1)
where r, a  are constants. We get
^  = [r + oF{t)\ xG (3.2.2)
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The coefficients of the Fokker-Planck equation, a[x) and b(x) are given by
•  " ( f l K K i W i H S ) ] !  » ■ «
b(x) = oi x2G2(x/0) (3.2.4)
The steady state probability density function, given by 3.1.9 is
P(x,y,oo) =  — exp liL r d( \
\e c > J  | g (#) /
(3.2.5)oHG(x/e) \ e ^ i  i G ( j )
Utilizing 3.2.5 we obtain the steady state probability density for a random growth
factor r =  r +  cF (t) for our growth functions
G[x/0) = atan(/?lnx/0) +  5cot(/?lnx/0) 
G(x/0) =  atanh(/?lnx/0) + 6 
G(x/0) = {a ln x /B )/^  lnx/8  + d)
as
P{x,y, oo) xo2 (a tan/? Inf + 5cot/?lnf) 6 cos2 /? In ^  + a  sin2 /? In ^
P{x, y, oo) =
0
X \  a2 ( s t t a3) 1
0
(3.2.6)
(3.2.7)
(3.2.8)
r/e*p{a-S)
(3.2.9)
o2 (a tanh/? Inf + d) (I)
cosh"5^ ^ (j3ln ^  + Arth ^  6 > | a  | (3.2.10)
P (x ,y , oo) = (?)
- 3  TSaiyt-afl) -1
a 2(a tanh/? Inf + d) 
sinh,,a^ <“*-<a) /^? In ^  + Arth —^  a >1 6 (3.2.11)
(3.2.12)n t * C (rln f + d) (x \7 & ~ 1 /, x ^ lk " 1 P (x ,y ,o o )=  J a  (  fl)
repectively. Using these formulas we can obtain the first and second moments 
with respect to the steady state probability density function.
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3.3 Population growth in a random  enviroment- 
random  saturation term . Generalized Ver­
hulst case
We consider the effects when there is random variation in the deterministic satu­
ration level 0. Define
M (t) =  1 /9{t) (3.3.1)
and assume M (t) is approximated by
M { t ) = M  + oF{t) (3.3.2)
where (M (t)) =  M , a  are constants and F(t) is a white noise term described by 
3.1.3.
The stochastic dynamical equation is obtained by substituting 3.3.1,2 into the 
general Verhulst differential equation 1.1.5.1. We obtain (using x  and r instead of 
N  and k respectively).
dit=ri~rjir^+°Fw  <3 -3 - 3 >
Proceeding formally, if we factor out the M , apply the binomial expansion, and 
delete terms having powers of F  two or higher, assuming |a.F(f)| *C M , we get 
dx rx rxa+1 f—a /  0£O-„..\l . .
The coefficients a(x) and b(x) of the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation are
a{x) = —  -  r — ^  + ^ ^ M 2a~ V r V a+1 (3.3.5)a  a  2
b(x) = o2r2M 2a_2x2“+2 (3.3.6)
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From 1.2.3.16 z  is found to be (taking the lower limit of integration to be 1/M).
* = ^ ( ^ 4 )  <3-3-7>
for a  #  0 3.3.4 becomes, in the variable z
£  =  - r*  -  F(t) (3.3.8)
The Fokker-Planck equation in g (1.2.3.15) is given by
Using the formula 3.1.9 for the steady state probability density, we get
g{z,zo,oo) = Cexp ~ ^ ) 2} (3-3*10)
where £ =  1/x. This generalizes Goel, Richter-Dyn p. 98 #49.
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Chapter 4 
Sum m ary and Possible  
A pplications
In Chapter One we reviewed the classical deterministic models in theoretical pop­
ulation dynamics, giving some of their applications and drawbacks. We mentioned 
other, less popular, but nonetheless useful deterministic models, some of a non 
saturating nature. The need for a stochastic approach was then indicated and 
was effected by adding a random function of time to the deterministic differential 
equation model, obtaining a stochastic dynamical equation or Langevin equation. 
The Fokker-Planck equation, a diffusion equation for the probability density func­
tion was introduced, and after separation of variables, its solution was dependent 
on that of a Schrodinger equation. Vital statistics for the basic models were listed, 
giving formulas for the probability density function, (both time dependent and 
steady state), and the first and second moments.
In Chapter Two we considered three generalized growth functions, one trigono­
metric, one hyperbolic, and one logarithmic, and obtained both the deterministic 
solution and the stochastic solution for each. The first two generalized the work 
of Biswas and Karmakar [1976] on analytically solvable models in population dy-
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namics. The third growth function, as far as we know, has been given here for 
the first time.
Chapter three dealt with population growth in a random environment with 
random growth rate or random saturation level. Formulas for the steady state 
and time dependent probability density function for the generalized Verhulst case 
with a random growth rate were derived. Moments were calculated and com­
parisons were made with the corresponding deterministic results. The steady 
state probability density function was derived for the three growth rate functions 
considered in chapter two from a general formula. Finally, a probability density 
function for the Generalized Verhulst case with a random saturation term was 
derived extending a result in Chapter Four of Goel and Richter-Dyn [1974].
We have seen how the phenomenon of periodic fluctuations is ubiquitous 
in nature. The generalized trigonometric growth function G =  atan(/3 In x) + 
£cot(/?lnz) might be useful as one of the forms of a stochastic description of 
a population growth exhibiting periodic fluctuations, as seen for example in the 
classic cases of the varying hare and the lynx, or the lemming and the artic fox. 
The logistic curve of the hyperbolic growth function G =  atanh(^lnz) +  5 could 
be used for better fitting experimental data such as census results. The general­
ized Gompertz model G = (a ln x ) /^  lnz +  £) might provide a useful method of 
representing the effects of random influences on the growth of tumor cells, since 
the ordinary Gompertz model has a number of applications in cancer biology. The 
latter two growth functions could give us a larger class of functions that would
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provide better curve fits for data. They might describe the growth of the number 
of computer languages and dialects in recent years, though we have no access to 
detailed lists as to when languages were bom and when they die.
The procedure outlined in this paper can be applied to the other models, e.g. 
1.1.6.5 and 1.1.6.8-18, although it is doubtful whether analytic solutions of these 
problems in a stochastic context are feasible. The method might give bounds 
for the fluctuations about the saturation in the solution of the von Bertalanfiy 
equation as shown in figure 10 [Jorgensen, 1986].
An alternate method of dealing with population problems stochastically, not 
considered in this paper, is to assume that the coefficients of the Fokker-Planck 
equation, a(x) and b(x) in 1.2.3.12 are given by explicit expressions (see e.g. Bailey, 
[1964]). Since the forms of these coefficients reflect the nature of the interactions 
in the complex system, perhaps the forms discussed in this paper could be used 
in other biological areas utilizing the Fokker-Planck equation, as for example in 
genetic drift theory [Ludwig, 1974] or the theory of neuron firing [Clay, Goel, 
1973].
It is believed by some that the fluctuations in the prices of stocks in the 
stock market or any speculative activity is a purely random process analagous to 
that of the simple random walk and Brownian motion type processes. [Montroll, 
Badger, 1974], [Cootner, 1964] [Osborne, 1964]. However, there is evidence of 
periodicity in time and in the space structure of the price coordinate P  of a stock. 
A similar situation occurs in the clustering of stars, a phenomenon familiar in
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astrophysics where Fokker-Planck methods are used in the analysis of star clusters 
[Chandrasekhar, 1943] [King, 1966],
Another possible application of these diffusion models is that of air pollution 
[Montroll, Badger, 1974]. If a volume element of a contaminant is injected into 
the atmosphere it spreads (diffusion) and drifts; the concentration of the pollutant 
will be given as a solution of a Fokker-Planck equation. Often bursts of smoke 
from a chimney are periodic. Perhaps our trigonometric superpotential G = 
atan(/?lnx) + 6cot(/?lnx) would be applicable here.
It may be that some of the techniques developed here in a biological context 
can be applied to physical systems. Specifically, the general stochastic method 
utilized in Chapter Two for the calculation of the probability density function 
might be applicable to nonlinear hydrodynamic stability theory. It is well known 
that the logistic equation (1.1.3.5) of population dynamics is formally identical 
to the Landau equation which describes the phenomenon of transition to turbu­
lence in nonlinear stability theory [Drazin, Reid, 1981], [Landau, Lifshitz, 1959]. 
Landau’s equation is
^ - * 1 * 1 *  t1- ^ )  '4-x>
which is logistic in | A  |2, where | A  | is the amplitude of the averaged disturbance, 
I  is some constant called the Landau constant, and a  is given from the expression
A[t) oc e(C7+,"')t, where A(t) is the complex amplitude. The explicit solution is
given by
M | != 4 / { ^ S + ( 1- ^ P }  (4-2)
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(1) describes the evolution of a small disturbance in laminar flow. If | |<
y/^f, the threshold value, laminar flow persists, on the other hand if | A  |> 
the laminar flow becomes turbulent. A direct experimental verification of the 
Landau theory was given in the experiment of Donnelly and Schwarz who used 
a special ion technique for measuring flow disturbances [Monin, Yaglom, 1971]. 
The graphs of ion current amplitude as a function of time (see figure 16) clearly 
illustrate the fluctuations about the saturation that we have heretofore observed 
in the population dynamics scenario (see figure 11). Hence this behavior in the 
stability theory of fluids may be explained by the same probabilistic formula in 
the corresponding biological context.
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Figure 16. Experiment of Donnelly and Schwarz (1965). Ion current amplitude as a function
of time upon suddently increasing the speed from below critical to various 
supercritical values. The dots represent corresponding theoretical curves for 
values y shown at the right of each trace (y=a in 4.1) (from Monin, Yaglom, 1971).
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A ppendices
Appendix One reviews the connection between the Schrodinger equation and 
the Riccati equation of a specific type. Appendix Two reviews three general 
methods of developing Schrodinger potentials-transformation of a Sturm Liou- 
ville equation to normal form, Bargmann’s method, and Bose’s method. We 
then apply Bose’s method to the construction of two new Schrodinger potentials, 
one for the Riemann equation, and one for the Heun equation. Appendix Three 
presents, we believe, the most comprehensive list of potentials that anlaytically 
solve the Schrodinger equation, and hence will yield a collection of exact solutions 
of the Fokker-Planck equation and the Riccati equation. Appendix Four gives the 
solution of an important integral (and it subcases) that we needed in §2.1.7.
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A ppendix 1
Solutions o f a  Class of R iccati Equations
Given the general Riccati equation
^  + Q(z)a + R{z)d2 = S[z) 
by means of the transformation
»  1 d j
R(z)<l> dz
we obtain a second order linear differential equation
[Davis, 1962]. Letting Q = 0, R  = 1, S  = U the Riccati equation
is changed into a Schrodinger equation
(f>"(z) -U<f> = 0
where the energy term E  in 1.2.3.22 is 0.
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Conversely, given a second order, homogeneous linear differential equation
A( * ) 0  + + =  ° (AL6) 
by utilizing the substitution [Davis, 1962]
~ = m *  (ai.7)
we obtain a Riccati equation.
da (B! B \ ^  C .
S  +  ( f i + l ) 0  + J?° = ~ A R  (A1'8)
If we take A — 1, B  = 0, C =  —17, Al.6 becomes Al.5, while A1.8 reduces to
-  + - a  + B a - -  ( )
Choosing 72 =  1 we obtain A1.4.
Thus, any solution of the Schrodinger equation
t"{z) -  U(f>{z) =  0 (A1.10)
(with E = 0) is equivalent to a solution of the Riccati equation
fz + = I'M (Al.ll)
Appendix 3 lists a class of potentials U that solve the Schrodinger equation
V  + (E — U)rj) =  0 (A1.12)
analytically. Thus we have a class of solutions that exactly solve the Riccati 
equation A l.ll.
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Kamke [1959] gives a solution of
*”=[/■(*)+ r m  (a i .13)
as
<f> = exp J  f ( z ) d z
and hence by reduction of order [Boyce, DiPrima, 1986] we can always get two 
linearly independent solutions of Al.10 or A l.ll.
Incidentally A1.4 can be used to derive certain formulas for special functions. 
For example, given the potential U = a2 — e2* and the identity J ' = J„_i — (u /z)Jv 
we can derive the recurrence relation J„_i + Jv+i = (2a/z)Jv where J„ is a Bessel 
function of order u. [Magnus, et al, 1966]. Or, given the potential (/c +  | )  — z2/4 
and the formula £  Dv-i(z)  where A  is a parabolic cylinder
function, we can derive the recurrence relation D„+1 — zDu + uDv-1  = 0 [op.cit.]. 
Again, if U = — a — bz2, we derive the recurrence relation for Kummer functions
4 {k + l)z iFiik + 2; 5/2; z) + 3(1 -  2z) i f i (k + 1; 3/2; z) = 3 ^ ( fc ; 1/2; z) 
which is a special case of
c(c — 1) iFi(a -  1; c — l;z) +  c(l — c + z) iF\(a;c;z) -  az1J5i(a + l;c  +  l;z) = 0  
given by Magnus et al [1966].
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A ppendix 2
General M ethods of D eterm ining Schrodinger Po­
tentials
We will briefly describe three general methods for generating Schrodinger po­
tentials.
1. Transform ation of the Sturm-Liouville Problem  to  Norm al Form 
[Birkhoff-Rota, 1969]
A second order homogeneous linear differential equation of the form
d_
dx
i \ du
p[l)Tx + \Er{x) -  q{x)]u =  0 (A2.1)
where E  is constant, p(x),q(x),r(x) are real valued functions of x, p(x),r(x) > 0, 
is called a Sturm-Liouville equation.
The substitutions
u = *
- !
transform A2.1 into the Liouville-normal form
r(x)
p{x)
dx (A2.2)
0  + ( * - l W  = O (A2.3)
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where U is called the (Schrodinger) potential of the equation and is given by
V =  + • rW )‘/<] (A2.4)
In quantum mechanics U is the potential energy, E  is an energy parameter, and
rj)(z) is the wave function.
For example, the Bessel equation
x2u" +  xu' + (k2x2 — n2)u = 0 (A2.5)
may be put into Sturm-Liouville form A2.1
(xu'Y +  |  k2x -  u = 0 (A2.6)
Then using A2.2 we get
d?ij} +
n2 ~  II 
k2 - ? - ^  
z 2
ift = 0dz2
where
= y/xu, k2 = E  and U = -- 2 4 (A2.7)z
2. Bargmann’s Method [1949]
Assume a solution of A2.3 of the form (taking E  = A;2)
rl> = eik’[Bk + CA{z)} (A2.8)
where the right hand factor is a linear polynomial in k, and B, C are constants.
Differentiate A2.9 twice and substitute into A2.3 to obtain
A" =  UA A' =  ~  (A2.9)
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Eliminate U and integrate,
A! -  iC A 1 = K
where i f  is a constant of integration.
Letting A = ^  we get a differential equation in w
» KC  w  —w = 0t
For simplicity take C =  t, K  =  /x2. Thus,
w =  a e M* +  /3e_#“
Differentiating w, and letting a  =  /3 we obtain
A _ ^ _ _  /*(«**" ~ e-M*)
”  u> _  e#» + e-n»
Then using the expression for A' in 2.10 and letting B  = 1 we obtain,
U = — 2/x2 sec h2/xz (A2.14)
which is an Eckart potential. [Bargmann, 1949], [Lamb, 1980]. The method is 
extended to quadratic polynomials in A; in the references.
3. Bose’s Method [1964]
Bose starts with a general second order linear differential equation
j2p jn
^ + p ( x ) —  + ,(x )F  = 0 (A2.15)
whose solutions, F[x), are assumed to be known. Then using the transformation
F(x) = V ( x ) ’ exp [ ~ ^ J Q P(x)dxj  (A2.16)
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we transform A2.16 into normal form
where
&V- ^  + V (z ) I (x )= 0  (A2.17)
(A2.18)
I(x) is an invariant of A2.16 [Poole, I960].
Next we change the independent variable from x to z, and the dependent variable 
from V  to if) by taking
'!>{z) = V ( x ) [ ^ j  (A2.19)
or
# z) = ^(ijexp Q  Jo p{x)dx^j ^  j  (A2.20)
which bring A2.18 into Liouville normal form
^  + rf>{z)It[z)=  0 (A2.21)
where It{z), the transformed invariant, is given by
J* W = ( £ ) , / ( *) +  5 {*’*} (A2'22)
where
r . d3x .dx 3 (d ? x .d x \2 , ln n n \
{ x ’z} = 1? / T z - 2 W t , )  (***>
is known as the Schwartzian derivative. Using properties of this derivative [Poole, 
1960]
IAz) = \ {«,*} + /(*) (A2.24)
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where q is a function of z. We define a Schrodinger invariant by
I.(z) =  *2 - U{z) (A2.25)
where k2 = E  is a constant and U(z) is the Schrodinger potential. If we take
It(z) in A2.22 to be J,(z), then A2.22 is identical with the standard form of the
Schrodinger equation
il>” + {E -U)tl> = 0 (A2.26)
and the solutions are given by A2.21. By choosing various values of x(q) and q(z) 
we can determine a large number of potentials for which A2.27 is exactly solvable. 
Choose q = z  and take
(S ) = ( ax2 + Px  + 'l)
where a ,/? ,7  are arbitrary constants. Then
- 1 _  a 3 fi2 — 4av
2 8 ax2 +  (3x + 7
By choosing a ,/? ,7  appropriately we can write
xi =  jexp[±2az] /? = 7  = 0, a  — 4a2
x% =  — sinh2 az a  + 3^ = 7  = 0 a  =  4a2
x3 =  sin2 bz a  + /? = 7  = 0  a = —4b2
Xi = cz2 a  = 7  = 0 (3 = 4c
xs =  dz o = ^ = 0 7  = d2
9 is constant.
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(A2.30)
(A2.31)
(A2.32)
(A2.33)
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4. Derivation of an Exact Potential for the Riemann Differential Equa­
tion
* F  + d F j ^ l - a n - p n |
dx2 ( x - c i ) ( x - c 2) ( x - c 3)
to n P n jC n  ~  Cw- i ) ( c w -  Cn+ 1) Q
n= 1 x - c n
(A2.34)
where ]C(«n +  /?„) = 1 cn+3 =  cn is the Riemann differential equation. 
The complete set of solutions is denoted by
C1 c2 cs
‘ <*1 0 2  Of3 X
Pi P2 /?S
(A2.35)
[Kaxnke, 1959]
Using A2.17 we calculate
F{x) = U(x)(x -  c1)1/a<“1+*-i>(* -  C2)x/2(^+*-i)(x -  C3)i/2(«.+fc-i) (A2.36)
and
/(a;) = a^i(ci ~ c^ ) (ci ~ cs) (X2P2 (et — cs)(c2 — ci) ^ 03/^3(^ 8 — ci) (c3 — c2)
27 Cj 27 Cj 27 C2
(1 —a i—/?i)(l-q2-ft2)
2(x — Ci)(x — c2)+
X l - ( a n + 0n)2 f|
n=l 4(* -  C„)2 \
+ (l ~ Qi ~ ~ a3 ~ Ps) ^ (l — a2 — Pj)( 1 — q3 — Ps)2(x -  Ci) (x -  c3) 2(x -  c2) (x -  c3) (A2.37)
Thus utilizing A2.23, A2.28, A3.29 we get an expression for the transformed in­
variant
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I, =  (a**+/?x +  - , ) ( °;ift(C l~ Ci)(ci~ Cs)
y x — ci
I a 2 0 2  (c2 —  C3)(c2 ~  Cl) a 3/?3(c3 — Ci)(c3 — C2)
X  C] X ■“ Cj
, 1 ~  (a n +  f in )2
4(x -  c„)2
(1 — <*1 — /?i) (1 — Q; — 02)
2 ( x - c i ) ( x - c 2)
( 1  -  a i  -  / ? i ) ( l  -  a 3  -  /?3 )  ( l - a 2 - ^ 2) ( l - Q ! 3  -  # » )
2 (x -  ci)(x -  cs) 
a  3 0 2 — Aarf
A 16 ax2 +  fix + 7
+
2 (x -  c2) (x -  c3) 1 )
(A2.38)
Using A2.30 we get
/,. =  4 .V « q .( ± to )  I  ~ c»>[ </exp(±2az) — ci
| a 2/92(c2 - c 3)(c2 - c i )  Ot3/?3(C3 -Ci)(c3 -C 2)
gexp(±2az) -  c2 </exp(±2az) -  c3
, 1 ~ (a w +  /?n)2
“ J 4(exp(±2az) -  cn)2
(1 - a x ~/3i)(l - a 2 ~/32)
2 (exp(±2az) -  cx) (exp(±2az) — c2) 
( l - a i - y 3 i ) ( l  — a 3 — fa)
2 (exp(±2az) — ci)(exp(±2az) — c3)
___________ ( l - Q ! 2 - ) 9 2 ) ( l - Q ! 3 - / ? 3 )
2 (exp(±2az) -  c3) -  c2) (exp(±2az) d l - (A2.39)
By A2.37
V{x) = (x-ci)1/2(1' “1_^ )(x -c2)1/2(1"“9_ft)(x-c3)1/2(1"“*~*)-P
Cl c2 c3 
cci a 2 a 3 x ’
@\ 02 03
(A2.40)
then by A2.20, and A2.28 and A3.30
= -^=exp(^Faz) |[^exp(±2az) — Ci]1/2^  0,1 ^[ffexp(±2az) -  c2]1^ 1 “2 ^
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[gexp(±2az) — cs]1^ 1 . P
C \ Cj c3 
«i a2 a3 x  
01 02 0&
(A2.41)
If we take
Cl C2 C2
'
0 00 1
<*i a 2 a 3 x = P 0 a 0 x
01 02 02 1 — c b c — a — b
(A2.42)
The Riemann equation reduces to the hypergeometric differential equation 
and if we let
s(g) =  -[1 + tanhg/2] and q(z) = 2 z /H  = 2£ (A2.43)
A
we get the Epstein profile
k2{z) =  Aiw2sech2£ + Bw2 tanh £ + Dw1 (A2.44)
where A,B,D, w are given in Davenport [1966].
5. Derivation of an  Exact Potential for the Heun Differential Equation 
Any Fuchsian equation of the second order with four singularities can be re­
duced to the form
d?F
dx2
( l  & e \  dF a/3(x — q)F , k .
+ { x  + 7 ^ l  + 7 ^ i ) d i  + x ( x - l ) ( x - a ) = °  (A2'45)
where a + 0  — 7  — 6 — e + 1  = 0 and the singularities are 0,1, a, 00. This is called 
a Heun’s Equation [Whittaker, Watson, 1963], [Murphy, 1960] although a slightly
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different form is often given with last term a/3 as — q [Kamke, 1959] [Bateman, 
1953].
If three of the exponential differences are equal to |  we get the Algebraic Lame 
Equation [Bateman, 1953]
* *  . f t  , I  , I \ dF  | ^ - n ( n + l ) x r  n
dx2 \ z  x  — 1 x  =  fc-2/  dx 4z(x — l)(x — ib-2
The algebraic Mathieu equation, or Lindemann Stieltjes equation
cpF dF
4z(l -  x) —  +  2(1 -  2z)—  + (a + bx)F = 0  (A2.47)ax* ax
where a = h — 20, b =  40. It is a limiting case of Heur’s differential equation 
[Bateman, 1953].
Let us calculate a Schrodinger potential for the Heun’s equation A2.46, written
as
* F  I h  I 6 I 1 - ' 1 ~ 6 + a  + P \ dF ■ « /? (* -g) r  n /A24Rn
dx2 j x  x — 1 x — a J dx x(x — l)(x — a)
By A2.17
F(x) =  V {x )x~ ^  • (x -  l)-i*  ■ (x -  (A2.49)
By A2.19
t( \ _  a /3(x-g) «(2 - 7 ) 6 {2 -6 )
x(x —l)(x —a) 4x2 4(x —l )2
+ (1 - 7 - f + a y )(t v + < - g - ^ )
4(x -  a)2 '
1 76  1 7(1  -  *7 -  6 + a  +  /3) 1 6(1 -  7  -  6 + a  + /3)
2 x(x — 1) 2 x(x — 0) 2 (x — l)(x -  a)
(A2.51)
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Utilizing A2.23, A2.28 and A2.29 the transformed invariant is
It =  (ax2 + (3x + i)I{x)  -  7  -  A - 4 — a**”*4 16 ax* +  fix  + 7
Using A2.30 we get
It = 4agexp[±4az]I(g exp(±2az)) — a2
Or using A2.34 v we get, with d =  1
By A2.50
It = I{z).
V(x) = x»',(x — l)**(x — o)1/2^  7 *+a+^jF’(x)
where .F(x) is a solution to A2.46. F  is Heun’s Function, H.
0 1 a oo
One expression tor F  = H  = P  { q o 0 a x
1 - 7  1 - 6  1 — e (3
0 1 oo
0 0  A +m  x
1 — v 1 — 6 fi — m
where \  + n = */ + 6 — 1 = a + fl — e [Bateman, Vol 3, 1953].
is
B =  Z A mP
m= 0
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(A2.52)
(A2.53)
(A2.54)
(A2.55)
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A ppendix 3
A Collection of Potentials that exactly solve Schrodinger’s 
Equation: fj)" +  (E  — U)tl) =  0
This appendix provides an extensive collection of potentials U (z ) that analyti­
cally solve the linear Schrodinger equation. The type of function given in the nature 
of the solution (middle column) is the most complicated component of the solution. 
Boundary conditions are not considered at all. In some cases we give a canonical 
form, in others the traditional form, compare for example 5b with 23. To use some 
of the references we must perform obvious transformations on the dependent and/or 
independent variables.
Thus we have a class of solutions that exactly solve the Fokker-Planck equation 
1.2.3.12 and the Riccati equation of the form A.1.11.
potential U(z) nature  of 0  references
1. 0 linear E = 0 Kamke p 398
exponential E  < 0 Murphy p 313
trigonometric E  > 0 etc
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2. a2 linear E  — a 2 =  0 
exponential E  — a 2 < 0 
trigonometric E  — a2 > 0
Kamke p398 
Murphy p 313 
etc
3. —a 2 exponential E  + a <0 Kamke p398
trigonometric E  + a2 > 0 Murphy p313
etc
4. az + P Airy functions Kamke p400,
Murphy p 314 
Flugge plOl,
Wait p75
Brekhovskikh p!89
5. a 2z2
(harmonic
oscillator)
Hermite polynomials
Weber functions
Clark p83,
Spain, Smith pl90 
Abramowitz,
Stegun p781 
Morse, Feshbach p 1641 
Moon, Spencer p 22
5a. a  + (az + P)2 Hermite polynomials Goel, Richter-Dyn p44
5b. az2 + Pz + 7 parabolic cylinder 
functions
confluent hypergeometric 
functions
Abramowitz, Stegun 
686
Murphy p 315
6 . z2n Titchmarsh functions Hille p 617
(solution not explicitly given)
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7. &q(1 — P(z)) parabolic cylinder
P(z) ~  c?z2 functions
+C3Z3 +  C424 +  ...
Brekhovskikh, p 190
complex exponentials Kamke p 435, 
Murphy p 337
9.jkg(a2 -  62/* 2)
10. 0£222 + a:(l + 2/?) 
_ i - (^ - i )3
4z3
(oscillator
potential)
Hankel functions
confluent hyupergeometric 
function
generalized Lagurre 
polynomials
Brekhovskikh, p 190 
Morse, Feshbach, pl665 
Goel, Richter- Dyn p44
Murphy, p 343 
Bose p686
Abramowitz, Stegun, 
p781
n p 2 +
■ tt(a-i) 
z3
(Kepler problem)
(Coulomb
potential)
confluent hypergeometric 
functions
Goel, Richter- Dyn, p44 
Kamke, p435,
Murphy p 337 
Bose p686
Morse, Feshbach, p!663
12.-20
(Kratzer’s
molecular
potential)
confluent hypergeometric 
function
Flugge, pl78
13. kW Bessel functions Wait p82, Kamke, p435 
Murphy p342
14 A z 2 - j-B z + C  
(D z + E )a confluent hypergeometric 
functions
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15.ae2* + fiez + 7  confluent hypergeometric Kamke, p476,
functions Murphy, p317
16.ikie^* /? > 0  Bessel functions Wait p70,
Brekhovskikh pl91 
Morse, Feshbach, p!679
16a.(k2 — k2)e + k2 Bessel functions Wait p68
z  > 0 , Rep > 0
17.p2 + (1 — p2 confluent hypergeometric Brekhovskikh, pl92
+q)e~az
—qe~2ctz functions Bose, p686
(Morse potential) p = 0, q = 1 Flugge, pl82
18. xl ° hypergeometric functions Flugge, pl75
(Hulthen potential)
19.1+~-2a, hypergeometric functions Flugge, pl62
(Wood Saxon
potential)
20.
a2 [ - 112
l+A3- t f a ->Y3 
1—gexp2az
 If3" 1 .
1—jexp2oz)3
hypergeometric fimctions Brekhovskikh, pl67,1898 
Bose p685
Zwillinger, p l22
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or
o2 [—A2 — (A2 — n 2)
g cxp2a« 
l —gexp2az_f~2 _  0«EE2az
W / (1— exp2oz)3
(Eckart
potential) 7  = 1 reduces to
18 or 19.
21. - s ( 7 2 +  A2) hypergeometric functions
 _ \2 \ f—|( T  — A2)tanh« 
—1(1 — #i2)sech 2z 
Morse-Rosen 
potential
Morse,Feshbach, 
pl651,1659 
Zwillinger, pl25 
Bose p686/x = 1 , 
Flugge p86
a  + 0 cosh 2 z 
or a + b cosh2 z
McLachlan, p26 
Abramowtiz, Stegun, p722 
Iyanaga, Kawada, p848
Mathieu functions Kamke, p404
Whittaker, Watson, p40
23.a _ „ 2 _^  sinhJ az
_  A(A-l)
cosh3 az
hypergeometric functions 
functions
Zwillinger, pl26
Bose, p685 
Flugge p94 A =  1/2
24.a +/? cos 22 Mathieu functions Kamke, p404
o + 6 cos2 z  Whittaker, Watson, p409
McLachlan, plO 
Abromowitz, Stegun, p722
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25.a + /?cos2a infinite series of Urwin, Arscott, p30
+ 7  cos 4a
(Whittaker-Hill trigonometric functions
equation)
26.ao + a i cos 2a 
+ a ncos2na 
(Hill’s equation)
infinite series of
complex exponentials
Ince, p384
27.a + /? cos2 a 
+ 7  esc2 a 
(normal form 
of the
Associated Mathieu 
equation)
Mathieu functions
(solution not explicitly 
given)
Murphy, p317
28.a + /?cot2 a 
+ 7  esc2 a
exponential, trigonometric Kamke, p505,506
ain 2 z
+ 7  esc2 a
exponential, trigonometric kamke, p505
30. a \  c o b  2 z  l + O  COB 2z
(frequencey
modulaiton
equation)
(solution not explicitly 
given)
Magnus, p!18
31,
»2 [« 2 -  
MA-i)
cos3 bz
" ( y 1)
sin3 bz
hypergeometric functions Flugge, p89
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(First Poschl 
Teller potential)
Bose, p685
32.
(n  + a+fi+1))  +  Jacobi polynomials Abramowitz, Stegun,
I^ 2  P781
+
16 cos3 sr/2
33.
a  +  - 4 -  trigonometric functions Infeld, Hull, p32
■ 3^<loa z  
' sin3 g
(Magnetic pole 
equation)
(Symmetric top 
equation)
34 .0: +  /3sn2z Lame polynomials Whittaker, Watson
p 564, 575
(Jacobian form, polynomials in Kamke, p410, Ward,
Lame equation) elliptic functions p2679
sn,cn dn
35.a  + 0P(z) Weierstrassian a Whittaker, Watson, p558
elliptic functions
(Weierstrassian form, Kamke, p408, Ince, p378
Lame equation) Lame functions Forsyth, p471
36.
a  + /3k2sn2z  (solution not Arscott, p31
+r/k4sn4z  explicitly given)
(Ellipsoidal 
wave equation)
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A ppendix 4
An Im portant Integral
/0°° xa~1e~pxM pa(cx)dx = la [Prudnikov, Vol 3,1986]. occurs in the evaluation 
of moments for the growth function G(x) = (a In a; ) / (7  lnx + 6)
[Re(a + a) > —-;2 Rep >\ Rec | or R e(p -  a),zRep  = Rec > 0],
h  =
2a+a+ica+2
(2p -  c)a + tr +
r r ( i  +  a  + a )  I  + a  +  „ ; 2a + l ; - ^ - )
(i) J0 = 2e-> T
2a  + 1  
P + <r + \
= \^rer(2<T+l)(4p! -  e*)-*/* (g g )" JP-« ( _ £ _ )  [JJea > -1] 
where P$(z) is the associated Legendre function of the first kind 
where Q$(z) is the associated Legendre function of the second kind, and
(ii) Ia+i  = 2to+1r(2a + l)c*+i(2p + c )- '— * (2p -  c)'— 1 [Rea > -§]
(iii) + 2*~p~2crT{2a + 1)T ( } - p -  a) y/i{2p -  c)'+<H
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•(2P + c r r Z - d ’g * )  \Be[p + o ) < \ ]
(iv) h_„ =  22a~p+1T(2a + l)r (a - p  + l ) ^ ( 4 p 2 -  c2)"*(2p-  c)p
p * ? i ( \ / S 5 )  =  2p+8/4e(4p-1)" /J)r
2<r+l 
l /2  + a — p
*(2p +  c)1/J(2p -  c)  ^ ( \p W )  lR e (a  ~ P ) >  - 1]
(v) =  22of-pr(<7 -  p)r(2<7 + l)y/c(2p -  c y p ?  ( y / ^ j  =
— 2p+b/4T 
[Re(a — p) > 0
2 a + 1 
$ + a - p
e(4,+1w V /4(2p _  c y ^ Q - J r J  { y / W )
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